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IN UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION,

)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
V.

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CCC HOLDINGS INC.
and
AURORA EQUITY PARTNERS ill L.P. ,

Defendants.

CIV. NO. _ _ _ __

FILED UNDER SEAL

PLAINTIFF FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION'S
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR TEMPORARY
RESTRAINING ORDER AND PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION
The Federal Trade Commission asks this Court to temporarily restrain the merger of CCC
and Mitchell, 1 two of the largest competitors in computer software used by automobile repair shops
and insurance companies to estimate collision repair costs ("Estimatics") and total loss valuation
("TLV") for cars and trucks in the United States. There is only one other significant competitorAudatex- in these markets. Unless it is stopped, this 3-to-2 merger, with high barriers to entry, will
increase the cost of insurance and repairs of vehicles in this country.
The $1.4 billion transaction would create a company with huge market shares, reflective of
monopoly or near monopoly market power. In the Estimatics market, the resulting company will
have approximately_ _ ofthe market; the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index ("HHI") will b~
the increase- - -HHI. In the TLV market, the resulting company will have
the HHJ wi II

bel

. and the increase,

2

, and

of the market;

These post-merger shares far exceed those required

CCC Holdings Inc. and Aurora Equity Partners mL.P. each own respectively, CCC and
Mitchell. PXs herein are cited by the branded PX page number.
1

2

The U.S. DOJ and FTC Horizontal Merger Guidelines, § 1.5 (1992) considers any
market with over 1,800 HHI to be "highly concentrated," and any change above 100 to create a
presumption that the merger is likely to create or enhance market power or facilitate its
exercise." Available at www.ftc.gov/bc/docs/hoJizmer.shtm. This merger is simply off the
charts.
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by any case law to establish that a merger is likely to lead to reduced competition, higher prices, and
less innovation.

As the

D.C. Circuit noted in FTC v. H.J. Heinz Co., 246 F.3d 708 (D.C. Cir. 2001), "no court has ever
approved a merger to duopoly" under these circumstances. !d. at 7 17.
On November 25, 2008, the Commission unanimously authorized this complaint and
commenced an adjudicative proceeding to determine the legality of this merger, the trial of which
is scheduled to begin no later than March 3 1, 2009, at the FTC. The FI'C has also committed to
make every effort to render a final opinion within 90 days of an initial decision by the
Administrative Law Judge. (See FI'C Press Release, Nov. 25, 2008). Absent Court action, CCC and
Mitchell intend to complete the merger after December 3, 2008.
The purpose of this motion is merely to seek an order under Section 13(b) of the Federal
Trade Commission Act to preserve the status quo during the pendency of a fu ll trial on the merits
in the administrative proceedings. 15 U.S.C. § 53(b). It is not to ask this Court to determine
whether the merger is lawful. "That responsibility lies with the FTC" after a full hearing at the
Commission. FTC v. Whole Foods Market, Inc., No. 07-5276, slip op. Brown, J. at 8; Tate!, J. at
2 (D.C. Cir. Nov. 21, 2008) (citing FTC v. Food Town Stores, Inc., 539 F.2d 1339, 1342 (4th Cir.
1976)). The FTC creates a "strong presumption in favor of preliminary injunctive relief' by raising

3

PX 163 at 1-3; PX 161 at 23.

4

/d. at 4.

5

PX 629 at 2; PX 115 at 24

----------------------2
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"questions going to the merits so setious, substantial, difficult and doubtful as to make them fair
ground for thorough investigation, study, deliberation and determination by the FTC in the first
instance and ultimately by the Court of Appeals." Heinz, 246 F. 3d at 7 14-7 15. Counsel for the FTC
has already met that standard - and more. Indeed, the Commission's prima facie case against this
three-to-two merger is compelling as a matter of law.
Faced with such a strong presumption in favor of injunctive relief and faced with the strong
"public interest in effective

enforc~ment

of the antitrust laws," defendants are required to show

"particularly strong equities" that would completely counter these weighty presumptions. Heinz,
246 F.3d at 726-27; Whole Foods, slip op. Brown, J. at 8. Defendants cannot do so.
Instead, defendants have offered several arguments for the legality of their merger, none of
which dispel the serious, substantial questions raised by the evidence in this case. For example,
despite the long history of fierce competition between the three incumbents, defendants' claim that
competition will continue at the same level with only two players. This makes no sense. Over the
last two decades, these markets became more competitive as they moved from two to three
competitors. Obviously, moving from three to two will ratchet competition back.
Yet, defendants raise a novel argument that this industry is somehow unique because the
remaining two competitors would supposedly have no idea what the other is doing. Defendants
suggest that this claimed, blissful ignorance would somehow keep competition at a high level. This
is simply not true. Recent, head-to-head competition reveals that the competitors in these markets
have deep intelligence into each other' s prices and services for both insurance companies and the
tens of thousands of collision shops that also buy these products. The obvious result of the merger
is that the remaining competitors could thus coordinate far more easily when there are only two
significant competitors left. I

In short, defendants' unusual argument makes no sense and at best raises factual contentions to be

resolved in the Commission proceeding, not by this Court. See id. Slip op. Brown, J. At 8 ("That
responsibility lies with the FTC"); Food Town, 539 F.2d at 1342. This Court should allow the FTC

3
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to decide these questions and should not "trench on the FTC 's role" by choosing between "plausible,
we ll-supported" e xpert opinions or other disputed positions. Whol e Foods , slip op. at 14 (Tatel, J.).
Defendants' additional claim that timely, likely, and sufficient entry will somehow appear
and rescue thi s anticompetitive merger is completely unfounded. L __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Yet, when faced with a challenge to their
merger, defendants now claim for the first time that any small company can easily enter at a
sufficient level to counter the anticompetitive effects of the merger. Defendants are wrong.
Finally, defendants' claimed efficiencies are not merger-specific. There is no reason to
believe that any efficiency gains defendants could achieve would be passed through to customers.

Nor can defendants show that their claimed efficiencies
are "extraordinary," which, under the law, defendants would have to demonstrate for these claims
to be cognizable when concentration is this high. Heinz, at 720-21 (Citation omitted); Horizontal
Merger Guidelines, § 4 (stating that " [e]fficiencies almost never justify a merger to monopoly or
near-monopoly"); 4A Phillip E. Areeda, et al. , Antitrust Law

<J[

97 1f, at 44 ("extraordinary"

efficiencies are required when the "HHI is well above 1800 and the lllii increase is well above
100").
In short, the merger of CCC and Mitchell- which would give the resulting company nearly
of the relevant Estimatics and TLV markets - should be temporarily stopped in its tracks
until the FTC can decide the merits of the merger in the adjudicative proceeding. Thus, the FTC
respectfully asks this Court to grant the requested temporary and preliminary relief.

6

PX 571 at 1-2 L __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _

7

PX 39 at 49-51
4
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I. STATEMENT OF FACTS
American drivers make nearly twenty-five million automobile insurance claims each year
and insurers, in turn , spend an estimated $100 billion annually to cover those claims. 8 CCC,
Mitchell , and Audatex provide highly automated and customized solutions to manage the claims.
It is their products that determine the cost of repair or the cost of replacement in the event of a total
Joss . Thus, these products play a critical role in the nearly $100 billion automotive repair business.
Estimatics and TLV systems are two of the products offered by CCC, Mitche1l, and Audatex, and
it is the competition in those markets that will be harmed by the merger of CCC and Mitchell.

A.

The Estimatics Market

There are millions of accidents each year on roads across the United States. If the drivers
in those accidents are insured, they will contact their respective insurers shortly after the accident
and set in motion the claims process. The driver, insurer, and collision repair facility will first assess
the extent of the damage to the automobile and estimate the cost of parts and labor needed to repair
the damage. Twenty-five years ago this was a manual process. The appraiser or claims adjuster
would rely on information from published sources and perform the calculations either by hand or
with a desk calculator.9 Today, all major automobile insurers and the vast majority of the
approximately 45,000 repair facilities that handle insurance work, subscribe to one or more of the
Estimatics products sold by CCC, Mitchell, and Audatex.10 These Estimatics software products are
faster than the old manual process and are also considered more reliable, consistent, and accurate.''

8

PX 583 at 21.

9

PX 1020 at 127.

10

PX 514 at 13, 15; PX 531 at 1; PX 26 at 113
l 0 at 1 2
.

l _;PX

PX 3 at 1 sl
;PX 14 at 1: 4
20 at 'I 3-4 1
; PX 28 at 'I 3
'[3 _ _ _ _ _ ; PX 30 at 'I 4
11

L . . . __ _ __

5

•; PX 6 at 13
; PX 13 at CJ[ 3
; PX 27 at 1 3

' - - - -- - - -

; PX
; PX 11 at
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The Estimatics market is domi nated by CCC, Mitchell , and Audatex. CCC is the market
leader with approximatelyL of the estimatics market. 12 The remainder of the market is split
between Audatex with aL_ share and Mitchell with a_ _ share. 13 Entry has proven to be quite
difficult. The cost and time to develop a viable estimatics product and establish marketplace
credibility have proven too di fficult to overcome. 14 Entrants have fo und extremely it difficult to
penetrate the relatively mature estimatics market - a market dominated by large, well-funded
incumbents.

Total Loss Valuation ("TLV") Market

B.

In some accidents, the insurer will have to declare the automobile a total loss because the
estimated cost of repair approach's or exceeds the vehicle's value. If the automobile is judged a
total loss, the insurer will then calculate the replacement cost of the automobile and pay the policy
holder the vehicle's replacement cost. 15 Again, this process was once done by hand. Today, it is
almost completely automated . Insurers rely on total loss valuation (''TLV") systems to estimate
replacement costs of totaled and stolen cars. 16 CCC, Mitchell, and Audatex account for over _
percent of all total loss claims. 17 Insurers believe CCC, Mitchell, and Audatex's TLV modules are
more accurate than other methods because it allows them to take into account more variables.18
CCC is dominant in the TLV market with an over

percent share. 19 Audatex trails CCC

percent share.20 Mitchell has only a _ _ share in the market, but its share understates

with a

12

PX 1020, Exhibits 2-3 (Hayes Decl.).

13

PX 89 at 13; PX 1014.

14

See infra notes 53-82.

15

PX 26 at<f 25

16

------

PX 680 at 7-10; PX 86 at 8; PX 26 at 1'1 36-39

17

PX 513 at 16; PX 548 at 7.

18

PX 81 at 42-43; PX 85 at 53.

19

PX 1016.

20

l d.
6

' - 1_ _ _ __
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its competitive significance. Mitchell successfully entered the total loss market in 2005 after ten
years of effort, two failed attempts, and millions of dollars in investment. Its entry has caused the
first significant shift in market shares for these products after many years of stability? 1 Mitchell
projects its TLV share to reach approximately __percent in 2010 and to continue growing. 22

C.

Marketplace Dynamics

CCC, Mitchell, and Audatex monitor each other closely to develop good information about
each other's prices.23

---------------------------------------------------In Estimatics,

the nature of the price competition depends on the identity of the customers. Repair facilities
account for about 60 percent of Estimatics revenues.25
Insurers negotiate longer term contracts with estimatics and TLV systems suppliers generally three to five years. 26 In a typical year, approximately 100 insurance company accounts
come up for renewalY Recent competitio~s are revealing. I

21

PX 26 at 'J( 102

22

PX 514 at 18-20.

23

PX 9 at !jJ<( 5-12
; PX 501 at 1; PX 505 at 1; PX 506 at 1; PX 532 at 35;
PX682at9.
----24

PX 202 at 5, 10; PX 253 at 15; PX 112 at 52; PX 508 at 1; PX 538 at 2; PX 557 at 4.

25

PX 1015.

26

PX 38 at 147-148

27

PX 36 at 185-86

28

PX 13 at 'J( 5

29

PX 13 at 'J( 5

PX 37 at 108

. PX 1020 at 181 (Hayes Decl.).

-----

; PX1020 at 181 (Hayes Decl.).
7

; PX 584 at 26.
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Proposed Merger of CCC and Mitchell

The defendants announced their agreement to merge the CCC and Mitchell businesses earlier
this year. 30 They now threaten to consummate the merger as early as December 4, 2008? 1 The
Federal Trade Commission found that it had reason to believe that the proposed merger would
violate the antitrust Jaws and issued an administrative complaint challenging the proposed merger
on November 25, 2008. At the same time, the Commission authorized the staff to file a complaint
in federal district court (under Section 13(b) of the FTC Act) to seek a temporary restraining order
and a preliminary injunction to preserve the status quo pending the full trial on the merits in the
administrative proceeding.

II. ARGUMENT
The question before the Court is whether to maintain the status quo because the Commission
has raised issues "so serious, substantial, difficult and doubtful as to make them fair ground for
thorough investigation, study, deliberation and determination by the FfC in the firs t instance and
ultimately by [a) Court of Appeals." Heinz, 246 F.3d at 714-15; Whole Foods, slip op. at 1 (Tate),
J., concurring). The answer is plainly yes. There are no extraordinary public equities or other
arguments by defendants that can counter the reasons for injunctive relief.
In this case, the FTC has "reason to believe" th at the merger violates Section 7 of the Clayton
Act and Section 5 of the FTC Act. Under Section 13(b) of the FTC Act, the Commission has
authority to seek a temporary injunction in this Court to block the merger pending the FTC's
adjudication of the merger. The Commission issued an adminjstrative complaint challenging this
merger on November 25, 2008, and a hearing on the merits is scheduled to begin on March 31,

2009. (Complaint, Ex. 1 at 5) Defendants' intent to close their merger prior to final admirustrative
adjudication of the merits at the Commission poses an immediate threat to both consumers and the
Commission ' s ability to craft an effective remedy.

30

PX 660; PX 661 at 1.

31

PX 300.

8

In the face of this imminent threat, the
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Commission moves for a preliminary injunction under Section 13(b) of the Federal Trade
Commission Act to preserve the status quo during the pendency of administrative proceedings. 15
U.S.C. § 53(b).
Section 13(b) was intended for exactly these circumstances. The purpose of the legislation
was to preserve the ability of the Federal Trade Commission to order effective, ultimate relief upon
completion of administrative proceedings. The public interest standard articulated in Section 13(b)
refle.cts that purpose. Indeed, as the D.C. Circuit recognized in Heinz, in enacting Section 13(b),
Congress "demonstrated its concern that injunctive relief be broadly available to the FTC." Heinz,
246 F.3d at 714 (quoting FTC v: Exxon Corp., 636 F.2d 1336, 1343 (D.C.Cir. 1980)); H.R. Rep. No.,
93-624, at 3 1 (1973), 1973 U.S. Code Cong & Admin. News 2523); see also Whole Foods, slip op.
at 7-8 (Brown, J.) ("the FTC- an expert agency acting on the public's behalf - should be able to
obtain injunctive relief more readily than private parties."). Section 13(b) holds that the public
interest is served by a preliminary injunction "[u)pon a proper showing that weighing the equities
and considering the Commission 's likelihood of ultimate success." The court must balance these
considerations under a sliding scale. Whole Foods,. slip op. at 7-8 (Brown, J.), citing Heinz, 246
F.3d at 714; FTC v. Elders Grain, Inc., 868 F.2d 901, 903 (7th Cir. 1989) (Posner, J.). That is, the
greater the FTC's demonstration of the likelihood success, the heavier the burden on the parties to
demonstrate "particularly strong equities" in favor of the merging parties. !d.
The evidence in this case raises "'serious, substantial question's meriting further
investigation" and thus meets this Court's "likelihood of ultimate success" standard. Whole Foods,
slip op. 2 (Brown, J.); slip op. 2, 16 (Tatel, J.);32 Heinz, 246 F.3d at 7 14. The Commission's prima

32

Judges Brown and Tatel agreed on the legal standard in the case, which was taken from
Heinz and which both opinions "scrupulously follow[ed]." Id at 3 (Tatel, J. concurring)The
dissenting opinion of Judge Kavanaugh agreed and explained that the opinions of the majority
are controlling precedent where they are the same. Whole Foods, slip op. at 17, 21 , n. 8,
(Kavanaugh, J. dissenting) citing Marks v. United States, 430 U.S. 188, 193 ( 1977); King v.
Palmer, 950F.2d 77 1,780,783 (D.C. Cir. 1991) (en bane) ("implicit agreement" between judges
can produce a "controlling" principle of law); cf id. Ginsburg J. and Sentelle, J. Concurring
(stating that the judges had not agreed on an opinion, but also citing King).
9
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facie case against this "three-to-two" merger is compelling. The defendants' arguments for the
legality of their merger, by contrast, are weak. At best, defendants raise factual contentions to be
resolved in the Commission proceeding, and which this Court should not attempt to resolve. Whole

Foods, 533 F.3d at 875-76 ("That responsibility lies with the FTC"); Food Town, 539 F.2d at 1342.
In this case, defendants' proposed merger would result in a duopoly in two markets with
substantial barriers to entry-an outcome "no court has ever approved ." Heinz, 246 F.3d at 716-17;

see, e.g, FTC v. Swedish Match N. Am., Inc., 131 F. Supp. 2d 151 (D.D.C. 2000) (preliminarily
enjoining merger after which top two loose leaf tobacco firms would have controlled 90 percent of
market); FTC v. Cardinal Health, Inc., 12 F. Supp. 2d 34 (D.D.C. 1998) (preliminarily enjoining
two mergers that would have reduced number of wholesale prescription drug companies from four
to two); FTC v. Staples, Inc. , 970 F. Supp. 1066 (D.D.C. 1997) (preliminarily enjoining three-to-two
merger of office supply superstores); United States v. United Tote, Inc., 768 F. Supp. 1064 (D. Del.
1991) (permanently enjoining three-to-two merger of parimutuel firms). This Court should not be
the first to allow such an anticompetitive merger.
As to the second prong of the analysis under Section 13(b), there is a general presumption
in favor of the FTC in terms of the equities. Whole Foods, 533 F.3d at 875 ('"the public interest in
effective enforcement of the antitrust Jaws' was Congress's specific 'public equity consideration'
in enacting the provision" quoting Heinz, 246 F.3d at 726). The presumption should be particularly
strong in software or services mergers such as this one. Irreparable damage to the viability of the
products is likely if CCC and Mitchell are allowed to merge prior to final adjudication of the merits.
For example, the parties could decide to cease development and maintenance on one party's
products and focus all of their eff01ts on the other product. The loss of human capital is also a
critical concern in this merger. The speciaUzed expertise need~d to maintain, develop, market and
sell the software and services could be permanently lost. There is no compelling public equity that
favors allowing the parties to close their merger prior to an adjudicatory hearing just a few months
away. Whole Foods, slip op. at 20 (Brown, J.) (a '"risk that the transaction will not occur at all,' by
itself, is a private consideration that cannot alone defeat the preliminary injunction"), quoting FTC

v. Weyerhaeuser Co., 665 F.2d 1072, 1082-83 (D.C. Cir. 1981); Whole Foods, slip op. (Tatel, J.)

10
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(pri vate equities should be given '"little weight'") (Citations omitted).
In short, the merger of CCC and Mitchell - the result of which will give the resulting
company approximate}~

of the two relevant markets - should be stopped in its tracks until

the FfC can hear the merits of the merger in the adjudicative proceeding.

A.

The FTC Has Raised Serious, Substantial Questions That it Should Be Allowed
to Adjudicate in the First Instance

Section 7 of the Clayton Act bars mergers or acquisitions "the effect of [which] may be
substantially to lessen competition, or to tend to create a monopoly" in "any line of commerce or
... activity affecting commerce in any section of the country." 15 U.S. C.§ 18. "Congress used the
words "may be substantially to lessen competition" (emphasis supplied), to indicate that its concern
was with probabilities, not certainties." Heinz, 246 F .3d at 713 (quoting Brown Shoe Co. v. United
States, 370 U.S. 294,323, 82 S.Ct. 1502, 8 L.Ed.2d 510 (1962)). "Section 7 does not require proof

that a merger or other acquisition [will] cause higher prices in the affected market. All that is
necessary is that the merger create an appreciable danger of such consequences in the future."
Hospital Corp. ofAm. v. FTC, 807 F.2d 1381, 1389 (7th Cir.l986); United States v. Philadelphia
Nat 'l Bank, 374 U.S. 321, 362 (1963); Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, 370 U.S. 294, 317-18

(1962). The Clayton Act thus addresses possibilities and "creates a relatively expansive definition
of antitrust liability." California v. American Stores Co., 495 U.S. 27 1, 284 (1990). A merger in
violation of the Clayton Act wiJJ also violate Section 5 of the FTC Act. See FfC v. PPG Indus.,
In c., 798 F.2d 1500 , 1501 n.2 (D.C. Cir. 1986). This merger clearly meets this low threshold,

especially at the preliminary relief stage. See Whole Foods, slip op. at 8 (Brown, J.) ("In any case,
a district court must not require the FfC to prove the metits" in a 13(b) "preliminary inj unction
proceeding").

1.

The Relevant Product Markets Are Estimatics and TLV Systems for
U.S. Vehicles

In applying Clayton Act Section 7, courts typically define: (a) the relevant "line of
commerce," or product market, and (b) the relevant "section of the country," or geographic market.
See, e.g., United States v. Marine Bancorporation, Inc., 4 18 U.S. 602, 618-23 (1974); Swedish
Match, 131 F. Supp. 2d at 156. But see Whole Foods, sl ip op. at 11 (Brown J.) (noting "this
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analytical structure does not exhaust the possible ways to prove a § 7 violation") (citing United

States v. £1 Paso Natural Gas Co., 376 U.S. 651 , 660 (1964)).
The two product markets at issue here are Estimatics and TLY systems. Estimatics (or
partial loss estimation software) are so superior to paper-based calculation systems that users would
not return to the old methods even if Estimatics increased substantially in price? 3 Similarly,
although insurance adjusters handling total loss claims could in theory manually research book
values for automobiles or tum to valuation guidebooks, defendants' customers generally consider
those options far inferior to TLV systems, as they are much slower, do not include detailed
information or local markets, or tend to be less up-to-date. 34 Indeed, the companies that sell the
valuation books do not consider themselves competitors of CCC, Mitchell, or Audatex. 35 Estimatics
and TLV systems are distinct product markets because they are by far the most efficient and reliable
means of estimating repair and replacement costs, respectively, and they face no effective
substitutes. 36

2.

The Geographic Markets Are the World

A market is defined by geography as well as by product. E.g., Marine Bancorporation, 418

U.S . at 618-23; Horizontal Merger Guidelines§ 1.21. The relevant geographic market for both
products in this case is the world, because, theoretically, software can be produced almost anywhere.
These products are sold, however, for United States vehicles by companies here in this country.
When assessing their competition, defendants do not consi der any foreign suppliers.37

PX 6 at 1. 21
PX 27 at<J[ 3
33

; PX 7 at <jl 4
. PX 11 at<][ 3

91

34

PX 13 at 'I
-==-==--; PX 14 at <J[ 9 ':-:-- -11 33-48 (Hayes Decl.).

; PX 648 at 41 ; PX 4 at 1 8 _ _ _ _; PX 12 at <J[ 6 j

35

L____

PX 17 at 17
; PX 29 at 18
-

L __

; PX 20 at 114

__ ; PX 15 at 191

; PX 682 at 5; PX 1020 at

; PX 19 at15

---------

36 PX 6 at ~[ 21
PX 27 at 1 3

~----------

37

; PX 20 at <Jl4
;-.p==""".,...,
l020 at~~~ 27-3"'
2...,
(H
,.,.,.a-y-es--.D
"'e-c"l.).

; PX 7 at 1 4
PX 11 at 13

; PX 20 at 'I[ 4 '

L __ _ _ _ _ __ __

Cf PX 53 1 at 1; PX 554 at 47; PX 574 at 4.
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The Proposed Merger Is Unlawfully Anticompetitive in Both Product
Markets

Defendants' proposed merger presumptively violates the Clayton and FfC Acts because it
would drastically increase the concentration of both relevant markets, which are already highly
concentrated, eliminate important head-to-head competition , and result in a merged entity with
market shares approximately twice that of its closest competitor, Audatex. See Philadelphia Nat'l

Bank, 374 U.S. at 363; Heinz, 246F.3d at719; UnitedStatesv. Phillipsburg Nat 'l Bank & Trust Co.,
399 U.S. 350, 367 (1970); PPG, 798 F.2d at 1503.
The Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) - the sum of the squares of the individual market
shares of each firm in the market - is the standard measure of market concentration. "Sufficiently
large HHI fi gures establish the FTC's prima facie case that a merger is anti-competitive." Heinz,
246 F.3d at 716 (citing United States v. Baker Hughes Inc., 908 F.2d 981,982-83 & n.3 (D.C. Cir.
1990), and PPG, 798 F.2d at 1503). A merger is presumptively anticompetitive if it would increase
HHI in a market by 100, or if the postmerger HHI would exceed 1,800. See id. In Heinz, the
premerger industry HHI was 4 ,775, and the merger would have increased the HHI by 510. Those
numbers "create[d), by a wide margin, a presumption that the merger w[ould] lessen competition."
!d.
The post-merger HHis in this case are much higher than in Heinz, creating an even higher
presumption of "significant competitive concerns." (Merger Guidelines, <J 1.51(c)). Here, the
premerger HHI exceeds 3,600 for Estimatics and is greater than 4 ,900 for TLV systems. The merger
would raise the HHI in Estimatics by about._ _ to an extraordinarily high total ofL _. In TLV,
the HHI would increase byl

to a total ofL _38 Further, unlike in Heinz, where the merged

company would still have been smaller than the leading firm , id. at 717 , the postmerger CCCMitchell would havq

the share of Audatex. 39 Given that the merger in Heinz was prima facie

unlawful "by a wide margin," at 716. , the margin should be even wider here.

38

PX 1020 at U 60, 64 (Hayes Decl.).

39

PX 1014 (estimatics); PX 1016 (TLV).
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lmpoxtantly, the merger would bring a halt to substantial benefits accruing to customers from
signjfjcant, direct competition between CCC and Mitchell. A declarant from _ _ __ _ _ __
for example, describes a bidding process in 2005, during which!

obtained a

substantial price reduction from CCC for a bundled Estimatics and TLV package, by forcing CCC
to compete with Mitchell, while Audatex was never in the running, due to the absence of certain
features in its products.40 Similarly, in negotiations that concluded shortly after defendants
announced their proposed merger,

L___ _ _ _ _ __

was able to save

on the renewal

of an Estimatics and TLV contract with CCC by taking advantage of competitive pricing pressure
by Mitchell. Indeed,

-----

had planned to switch to Mitchell, until it learned that defendants

planned to merge. Audatex was again not a significant factor, give~
Declarants froml

andl

requirements. 41

, among others, likewise state that they have turned recently

to CCC and Mitchell for Estimatics and TLV systems. 42 The merger would spell the end of this
head-to-head competition that has yielded substantial benefits to consumers.
Moreover, in the TL V systems market, the merger would elimjnate Mitchell as an emerging
competitor. Since launching its total loss software in 2005 - after several fai led efforts to enter the
market during the preceding decade - Mitchell has steadily gained market share.43

1

This

40

PX 3 at 'I 7

- - -- - -

41

PX 14 at<J<17, 12

42

PX 12 at '11.

L . . __ _ _ __

7-81

43

PX 514 at 20; PX 50 at 71.

44

PX 1016; PX 514 at 20.

45

PX 630 at 55.

; PX 13 at15
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merger would reverse that trend and dampen competition by shrinking the number of sellers back
to two.
The prospects of extreme market concentration and the loss of direct competition between
CCC and Mitchell are enough to establish that the administrative complaint raises "serious,
substantial, difficult and doubtful" questions about the merger, Heinz, 246 F.3d at 714-15, and that
the FfC is likely to find violations of the Clayton and FfC Acts. See id. at 727; Whole Foods, slip
op. at 8-9 (Brown, J.); Elders Grain, 868 F.2d at 903. Indeed, the Commission needs to find a
violation in only one of the two product markets to bar this merger.
Despite considerable evidence to the contrary, defendants have suggested that the legal
presumption against three-to-two mergers is inappropriate here because coordination is somehow
not possible in this industry or that competition will be just as robust with only two competitors.
Yet, coordination among duopolists may occur in myriad ways. For example, the ability to
coordinate pricing will increase with a duopoly, and the abi lity to allocate customers will also
increase after the merger leaves each company with only one competitor. Horizontal Merger

Guidelines§ 2.1. The coordinated interaction theory holds that "where rivals are few, firms will be
able to coordinate their behavior, either by overt collusion or implicit understanding, in order to .
. . achieve profits above competitive levels." PPG, 798 F.2d at 1503. In particular, this merger
creates a risk that post-merger CCC and Audatex would each find it profitable to refrain· from
competing aggressively.

ld.; see Heinz, 246
F.3d at 724-25; United Tote, 768 F. Supp. at 1082-83. The post-merger CCC and Audatex will be
able to monitor these markets and market participants' competitive actions. The pricing on the
relevant products to repair facilities is easily obtained through numerous, frequent interactions with

46

See, e.g., PX 1020, at <J'l[ 81,96-97 (Hayes Decl.); PX 253 at 7; PX 505 at 1-7.
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customers.47
48

Although insurance companies do not currently disclose bidders' identities, this data point
is self-evident in a duopoly- making it easier to track the competition. Eliminating competition
between CCC and Mitchell, and leaving only two competitors means that the two relevant markets
will become more susceptible to coordinated interaction. Moreover, this court does not need to
speculute what would happen:

L __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The Commission's economic expert, Dr. John B. Hayes, confirms that there are strong
indicators that, given the long history of competition among these competitors, the absence of viable
substitutes, and the market intelligence that can be gleaned from various sources in the market, both
markets are susceptible to coordination between the dominant, merged firm and Audatex on price
and product features. 50 Equally important, even absent coordination, substantial anticompetitive
effects will likely result from eliminating the head-to-head competition between CCC and Mitchell,
who are the fi rst and second choices of substantial numbers of customers. 5 1 Prices will increase,
while quality and innovation will decrease.52
Defendants' novel and fact-intensive defense that this industry is somehow uniquely opaque
to implicit coordination or that competition will be as robust with a dominant, post-merger CCC,

47

PX 101 at 7; PX 9 at 1 7

48

PX 9 at i 6

; PX 37 at 82-83

98.
49

PX 26 at <J:1 61-63

50

PX 1020 at 1:196-97 (Hayes Decl.).

51

ld. at

n 79-81, 94-97.

52

ld. at

n 8, 99.
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however, should be resolved only after an extensive admin istrative hearing and thorough analysis
by the Commission, whose role it is "to determine whether the antitrust laws ... are about to be
violated." Food Town, 539 F.2d at 1342, quoted in Whole Foods, slip op. at 8. (Brown J.)
In sum, the Commission has without doubt identified "serious, substantial, difficult and doubtful"
questions about the legality of the proposed merger that merit "thorough investigation, study,
deliberation and determination by the FTC in the first instance and ultimately by [a] Court of
Appeals." Heinz, 246 F.3d at 714-15.

4.

Defendants' Entry and Efficiencies Arguments Are Unfounded But
Should, in Any Event, Be Resolved by the Commission

Defendants bear a heavy burden in the administrative proceeding to overcome the evidence
of illegality described above. E.g., Baker Hughes, 908 F.2d at 991 ("The more compelling the prima
facie case, the more evidence the defendant must present to rebut it successfully."); Staples, 970 F.
Supp. at 1083; see also 4C Phillip E. Areeda et al. , Antitrust Law

1 422,

at 74 (''The more

concentrated the market and the greater the threat posed by the challenged practice, the more
convincing must be the evidence of likely, timely, and effective entry."); Heinz, 246 F.3d at 724-25
(''The combination of a concentrated market and barriers to entry is a recipe for price
coordination."); United Tote, 768 F. Supp. at 1082-83.
Defendants have indicated that despite the unifonn and numerous, previous admissions to
the contrary, they now believe that sufficient entry is easy. They also have indicated that the merger
will produce efficiencies of some kind. This Court, in this preliminary setting, need only note that
defendants' arguments are controverted and fail to dispose of the FTC' s case. Heinz, 246 F. 3d at
714-15; see also Whole Foods , slip op. at 2-3 (Tatel, J. , concurring in judgment).

(a)

Timely, Likely and Sufficient Competitive Entry Is Improbable

It
makes no sense to believe any contrary story now. Indeed, no possible entrant could satisfy the legal
threshold that it be "timely, likely, and [of a] sufficient scale to deter or counteract any

17
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anticompetitive restraints." United States v. Visa USA, Inc., 163 F. Supp. 2d 322, 342 (S.D.N.Y.
2001), FTCv. Chicago Bridge &Iron Co., 534F.3d410, 427-29 (5lh Cir. 2008); Merger Guidelines,

§§ 3.1-3.4. Defendants cannot meet that standard.
The undisputed evidence is that there are significant baniers to entry in both the Estimatics
and TLV systems markets.
53

The

time and cost to develop a credible product, the time and cost it takes to establish marketplace
credibility, and the reluctance of customers to switch suppliers are all significant barriers to
sufficient entry.

I

55

The history of entry in both Estimatics and TLV markets confirms that conclusion. FTC v.

Cardinal Health, 12 F. Supp. 2d. 34, 56 (D.D.C. 1998) ("The history of entry into the relevant
market is a central factor in assessing the likelihood of entry in the future."); Horizontal Merger
Guidelines 3.1. Audatex was the last successful entrant with its own database in the Estimatics
market - and that was over thirty years ago. 56 There have been other efforts to enter the market and
all of them ended in failure. 57 The recent experience of Focus Write is illustrative. In 2004, Focus
Write sought to develop a parts and labor database for Estimatics. It failed to gain any marketplace

53

PX 161 at 7, 11, 23; PX 560 at 27; PX 583 at 27-28; PX 613 at 18; PX 629 at 2.

54

PX 571 at 1-2.

55

PX 161 at 11, 23.

56

PX 26 at I 70 I

57

PX 571 at 1.
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acceptance when it abandoned its efforts after 18 months in 2005. FocusWrite then became WebEst, which is stiJl an insignificant player with a handful of small customers.58
The history of entry in the TLV market is similarly bleak. Mitchell did successfully enter
the market in 2005 and just recently gained a foothold of more than

:>f the market,

reluctant to immediately embrace Mitchell 's product because of their concems about possible class
action lawsuits over improper valuations.60
The lack of entry can be traced to several barriers to entry. First, product development is a
significant barrier to entry in both the Estimatics and TLV markets. An entrant in the Estimatics
· market would require an integrated parts and labor database of vehicles on the road in the United
States and a software platform for the database. 61 Mitchell , Audatex, and CCC control the only
three databases currently accepted by the marketplace. 62 A new entrant would have to either build
a database from scratch or acquire rights to one of the three existing Estimatics databases, which
would require decades and as much as $50 million to replicate. 63 And that is simply the up-front
development cost. The three database suppliers each spend millions of dollars annually to ensure
their databases are U'(!l-to-date, reliable, and accurate.64

58

PX 1020 at lj[ 57-58 (Hayes Decl.).

59

PX 1020 at 'J[ 99 (Hayes Decl.); PX 26 at 1. 84

60

PX 513 at 16.

61

PX 26 at 11. 69-871

62

PX 25 at 1 15

63

64

L . . __ _ _ _ _

L . . __ _ _ _

PX 26 at 1'J[69, 74

; PX 25 at

n 14-15,20 I

PX 26 at Cj( 73 (- - - - - -; PX 632 at 20.
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The de novo development of a TLV product is similarly difficult. Mitchel] spent millions
of dollars and ten years to develop a credible product, despite the fact that its TLV partner is a weJlestablished, automotive data provider J.D. Power & Associates. 65 Mitchell 's experience is not
unique. I

Gaining sufficient scale and reputation among large insurance companies is also critical to
the success of either product. Reputation can be a considerable barrier to entry where, as here,
customers and suppliers alike emphasize the importance of reputation and expertise. Chicago

Bridge, 534 F.3d at 437-38 & n. 17 (Reputation was a barrier to entry because it represented
"industry-specific traits," such as "expertise" and "experience") (Citations omitted); Cardinal

Health, Inc., 12 F. Supp. 2d at 57; United States v. United Tote, Inc., 768 F. Supp. 1064, 1075
(1991). CCC, Mitchell, and Audatex have a proven track record and enjoy deep relationships with
their insurance and collision repair facility customers that have been built over decades.
Penetration by a new entrant is hampered by the fact that insurance companies are generally
risk averse and unwilling to take a risk on an unproven Estimatics or TLV product - products that
are critical to the success of their businesses. 67 Most insurance companies require multiple years
of audited financial statements showing financial stability68 and multiple references from other
estimatics customers.69 The insurance companies place great importance on the experience of the

65

PX 26 at 1 'I 114-117

'--------

66

Id. at '1113.

67

PX 11 at 1 51

68

PX 94 at 16; PX 95 at 5; PX 117 at 4; PX 687 at 27; PX 118 at 65-66.

69

PX 687 at 7 ; PX 117 at 5, 28; PX 118 at 67; PX 686 at 6.

PX 28 at 1 4 - - - - - PX 4 at 'I 5
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suppliers, as well as their security infrastructure, data recovery plans, and extensive customer
support.70 Without such extensive experience, these customers simply will not switch easily.

(See opposing page.)
The return on investment in the Estimatics and TLV markets makes entry very unlikely.
Entry is considered likely under the Merger Guidelines, if it would be profitable at pre-merger
prices, and if such prices could be secured by the entrant. Horizontal Merger Guidelines 3.3. The
opportunity in either market is small compared to the up-front sunk costs required for credible entry.
First, the demand for Estimatics and TLV products is relatively stable, and less than one in ten

70

PX 116 at 7,8,14; PX 118 at 21; PX 688 at 25; PX 686 at 27; PX 687 at 7-8; PX 681 at
3; PX 117 at 23.
71

PX 26 at 173

at 23.

; PX 1020 at 'f l01 (Hayes Decl.); PX 115 at 9; PX 161

------

72

PX 513 at 16.

73

PX 115 at 9 ("Key Investment Highlights'').

74

PX 161 at 23.
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customers are likely to switch.75 Second, due to the prevalence of long-term contracts, only about
a third of E stimatics or TLV customers are even theoretically available in a given year. 76

n~

L _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

78

Obtaining a license to an existing database would not make entry easy.

-------

Applied Computer Resources has
licensed Mitchell 's database for

80

T he other licensee
is Web-Est LLC.

----------------------------

But even with full access to a database - if one were available - potential entrants would
still lack the resources, marketplace credibility, complementary products, and c ustomer base to be

75

PX 630 at 17; PX 61 8 at 27; PX 161 at 11; PX 543 at 16; PX 574 at 3; PX 583 at 26.

76

PX 35 at 147

77

PX 629 at 3.

78

PX 1020 at 11[99-109 (Hayes Dec I.); PX 26 at 11 53-66

79

PX 24 at <J[<J[ 1,3,7 1

80

81

PX 5 at<JI

; PX 5 at 113, 51

21

PX 1003 at 33.
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a competitive threat to either CCC!Mitchell or Audatex. For starters, obtaining a license to a
database would be costly. CCC's current license provides it with exclusive access to Motor's
32

database at an annual cost to CCC ofl

The simple fact of its availability does

not lead inevitably to the conclusion that e ntry will occur at a sufficient level to counter the
anticompetiti ve effects of the merger.
Defendants have suggested that CCC could change its Estimatics license terms with Motor
and allow a small entrant, like Web-Est, the ability to pay for a license. But there is no reason to
believe that Web-Est, Applied, or any other picayune e ntrant could afford to license the Motor
Estimatics database, for which CCC pays an annual amount more than

L

times Web-Est's

revenues. 83 And, in any event, offering only Estimatics - and no TL V or other related products Web-Est or any other entrant would not be a factor in one of the relevant markets, nor could it win
contracts with large insurers who require bundled systems.84
With no track record or name recognition in the high-end insurance or repair shop markets,
and limited access to capital, neither Web-Est nor any other entrant could gain appreciable share
within two years or otherwise be sufficient to counter the anticompetitive effects of the merger. See

Merger Guidelines § 3.2. Web-Est's limited software and 10-person company would be no
competition at all for a merged CCC-Mitchell, a firm with decades in the industry, 2,000 employees
and close tol

in sales. 85
l6

Moreover, a small

company with an Estimatics database and no ability to surmount the other substantial baniers to
entry could not possibly enter or obtain the requisite scale to be a sufficient threat to CCC/Mitchell

82

PX 25 at CJ[<J[ 1, 4

83

PX 35 at 119-20

L___ _ _ _ _ __

84

PX 36 at 158-1611

85

PX 529 at 6.

86

PX 580.
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of the installed market. 87 As it took both Mitchell and Audatex over a decade and

with its

tens of millions of dollars to get off the ground, it is simply not likely that some smalllO-person
company would be a likely and sufficient entrant after the merger. Finally, none of defendants'
entry arguments deal with entry into 1LV , in which CCC already has a

I

. The merger

can be prohibited on the basis of that product alone. See Chicago Bridge,534 F.3d at 441
(Affirmi ng divestiture of an entire division, even though only a small part of the acquisition violated
Secti on 7).
In sum, the evidence in this case demonstrates that the barriers to entry are significant and
bolsters, not rebuts, the government's prima facie case.

(b)

Defendants' Speculative Efficiency Claims Are Irrelevant

No court has approved a merger over a Clayton Act Section 7 (or FTC Act Section 5)
challenge solely because the parties promised effi ciencies outweighing the likely harm to
competition. Cf Philadelphia Nat'l Bank, 374 U.S. at 371 ("A value choice of such magnitude is
beyond the ordinary limits of judicial competence, and in any event has been made ... by Congress
... [i n] § 7."). In deed, the United States Supreme Court's most recent pronouncement on the
subject is that " [p]ossible economies cannot be used as a defense" in a Section 7 case. FTC v.

Procter & Gamble Co., 386 U.S. 568, 580 (1967); Staples, 970 F. Supp. at 1088. The federal
antitrust agencies have stated that they would consider efficiencies as a defense if the defendants
could prove that the efficiencies were "merger-specific," well-substantiated, and that they would
"reverse the merger's potential to harm consumers in the relevant market, e.g., by preventing price
increases." (Merger Guidelines 1 4). But the agencies insist that, to satisfy defendants' burden of
proof in a highly concentrated market, they prove "extraordinarily great cognizable efficiencies."

Id.; See Heinz, 246 F.3d at 721-22; Staples, 970 F. Supp. at 1089-90 (rejecting efficiency claims
absent "credible evidence"). Defendants can make no such showing. Indeed, efficiencies should
play no role in the Court's analysis, for several reasons.

87

See PX 1020 at!]( 107 (Hayes Decl.).
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First, although defendants may predict that they would become more efficient iL___ _ __

L___ _ __

such clai ms are fundamentally speculative.

Any such changes would, moreover, impose significant one-time switching costs on the
merged company and, in most cases, on large numbers of customers. All such internal and external
transition costs must be offset against any predicted efficiency gains. The merged company would
be unli kely, in any event, to see economic benefits from efficiency measures for several years, if
ever.
Putative benefits arising from unspecified future "innovation" by the merged entity are
especially speculative. They are also inherently unlikely to be tied to the merger, since CCC and
Mitchell could increase their research and development spending independently, without merging.

Cf Heinz, 246 F.3d at 721-22 (refusing to credit efficiencies that could "be achieved by either
company alone"). Other things being equal, eliminating a competitor and creating a duopoly would
tend to reduce defendants' incentive to innovate.

88

89

- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -

This admission nullifies

the defendants' defense. See FTC v. University Health, Inc., 938 F. 2d 1206, 1223 (11wCir. 1991)
("The appellees here have not presented sufficient evidence . . . that the intended acquisition would
generate efficiencies benefiting consumers.") (emphasis added).

88
89

PX 37 at 39-41

L _ __ _ _ _ _ __

PX 39 at 50-51
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For al 1of these reasons, efficiency justifications for the proposed merger are not relevant and
cannot possibly counter the strong anticompetitive effects of this merger to monopoly or near
monopoly in the Estimatics and TLV markets.

B.

THE PUBLIC INTEREST STRONGLY FAVORS TEMPORARY RELIEF

Section 13(b) of the FrC Act, 15 U.S.C. § 53(b), was enacted to make preliminary injunctive
relief "broadly available to the FrC." Exxon, 636 F.2d at 1343; see Whole Foods, slip op. at 11
(Brown, J.) ("readily available"). Section 13(b) reflects Congress' recogni tion that divestiture "is
an inadequate and unsatisfactory remedy in a merger case," Heinz, 246 F. 3d at 726, for at least two
reasons. First, "experience has shown that after consummation occurs, many large mergers become
almost unchallengable." H.R. Rep. No. 94-1373, at 8 (1976) (House Judiciary Committee Report
on Hart-Scott-RodinoAct), reprintedin i 976 U.S.C.C.A.N. 2637, 2640-41; see FTCv. Dean Foods

Co. , 384 U.S. 597, 606-07 n.5 (1966) ("[T]he Commission's inability to unscramble merged assets
frequently prevents entry of an effective order of divestiture"), quoted in Whole Foods, slip op. at
18 (Tate!, J.). l

JO

The Commission could be left with no viable, independent firm to

divest.
Second, and equally important, ex post divestiture cannot remedy harm already suffered by
customers of the merged firm, or by downstream consumers. See, e.g., Weyerhaeuser, 665 F.2d at
1085-87. "If [an) acquisition seems anticompetiti ve, then failing to stop it during the administrative
proceedings will deprive consumers and suppliers of the benefits of competition pendente lite and
perhaps fore ver .... " Elders Grain, 868 F.2d at 904.
Thus, the serious and substantial antitrust concerns described above "militate for a
preli minary injunction unless particularly strong equities favor the merging parties." Whole Foods,
slip op. at 8 (Brown, J.); see Heinz, 246 F.3d at 726-27; PPG, 798 F.2d at 1506, 1508. Private

90

PX 152 at 10; PX 39 at 31-32, 67-69 1
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equities alone cannot tip the balance. Weyerhaeuser, 665 F.2d at 1083. Instead, public equities and
the public interest are paramount, FTC v. Warner Communications, In c., 742 F.2d 1156, 1165 (9th
Cir. 1984); and those factors typical1y "weigh in favor of the FTC, since 'the public interest in
effective enforcement of the antitrust laws' was Congress's specific 'public equity consideration'
in enacting" Section 13(b). Whole Foods, slip op. at 8 (Brown, J.) (quoting Heinz, 246 F.3d at 726).
No equities favor defendants. There is simply no reason why the merger, if found lawful,
could not occur after the close of the administrative case slated for trial in late March 2009. Cf
Heinz, 246 F.3d at 726-27. After notifying the Commission of the merger agreement in April2008,

CCC and Mitchell agreed repeatedly to extend the deadline for the Commission to complete its
review or challenge the merger. Such conduct reflects no great urgency to close the transaction.
On the other side of the ledger, the Commission has properly identified the relevant markets, raised
serious and substantial doubts about the legality of the proposed merger, and pointed to substantial
interim harm to competition and the public interest that would occur if the merger were allowed to
go forward before the administrative litigation is resolved. The balance of equities and the public
interest, therefore, plainly favor the requested relief.

DI. CONCLUSION
The FTC, having demonstrated that its administrative complaint raises serious, substantial,
diffic ult, and doubtful questions that should be investigated and adjudicated by the Commission in
the fi rst instance, and that injunctive relief is necessary to preserve the benefits to the public of
competition and the Commission's ability to craft a remedy, respectfully requests the Court to grant
a temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction.
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0. PU RPOSE, UND ERLY1NG POU CY ASSUMPTIONS
AND OVERVIEW
These Guidelines outline the present enforcement policy of the
Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission (the "Agency")
concerning horizontal acquisitions and mergers ("mergers") subject to
section 7 of the Clayton Act,' to section 1 of the Sherman Act, 2 or to section
5 of the FTC Act.3 They describe the analytical framework and specific
standards normally used by the Agency in analyzing mergers.• By stating
its policy as simply and clearly as possible, the Agency hopes to reduce the
uncertainty associated with enforcement of the antitrust laws in this area.
Although the Guidelines should improve the predictability of the
Agency's merger enforcement policy, it is not possible to remove the
exercise of judgment from the evaluation of mergers under the antitrust
laws. Because the specific standards set forth in the Guidelines must be
applied to a broad range of possible factual circumstances, mechanical
application of those standards may provide misleading answers to the
economic questions raised under the antitrust laws. Moreover, information
is often incomplete and the picture of competitive conditions that develops
from historical evidence may provide an incomplete answer to the forwardlooking inquiry of the Guidelines. Therefore, the Agency will apply the
standards of the Guidelines reasonably and flexibly to the particular facts
and circumstances of each proposed merger.

0 .1 PURPOSE AND UNDERLYING POLICY AS SUMPTIONS
OF THE GUIDELIN ES
The Guidelines are designed primarily to articulate the analytical
framework the Agency applies in determining whether a merger is likely
substantially to lessen competition, not to describe how the Agency will
conduct the litigation of cases that it decides to bring. Although relevant in
t he latter context, the factors contemplated in the Guidelines neither dictate
nor exhaust the range of evidence that the Agency must or may introduce

1. 15 U S.C. § 18 (19881. Mer~ sucteet to sec1ion 7
cornpetrton. or to tend to oeate a monor:x>fy.•
2

are p<OI11tlite<l '' mer elfecc •may be SUOSiantially to lessen

t5 U S .C. § 1 (19881. Metgers subject to secttOn 1 are p<ohlblle<l •I they c~t<utt a •contract. cornbo'tat""' ... or

c.onsp•acy n restraint of trade.•
15 U S.C . § 45 ( 19881. Metgers subject to sectJOn 5 are ptoh!Oiled d they con&IIU1e an •unfar methoc:l ol cornpetrtJOn.·
4. These Gudel""" IJI)dale the Merger Guiclelines issved by the u .s. Department of JusttCG n 1984 and the Statement of
Fed&-alltade ConvnoSSlOO Concemong Horozontal MergetS ossued "' 1982. The l>h<ger ~deloneS may be le'IISed from
lime to rome as necessa<y to reftect any sognlficant ChangeS n en~ent potcy 01 to ctarify aspectS of e.ouSiong policy.
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in litigation. Consistent with their objective, the Guidelines do not attempt to
assign the burden of proof, or the burden of coming forward with evidence,
on any particular issue. Nor do the Guidelines attempt to adjust or reapportion burdens of proof or burdens of coming forward as those standards
have been established by the courts.~ Instead, the Guidelines set forth a
methodology for analyzing issues once the necessary facts are available.
The necessary facts may be derived from the documents and statements of
both the merging firms and other sources.
Throughout the Guidelines, the analysis is focused on whether
consumers or producers "likely would" take certain actions, t hat is, whether
the action is in the actor's economic interest. References to the profitability
of certain actions focus on economic profits rather than accounting profits.
Economic profits may be defined as the excess of revenues over costs
where costs include the opportunity cost of invested capital.
Mergers are motivated by the prospect of financial gains. The possible
sources of the f inancial gains from mergers are many, and the Guidelines do
not attempt t o identify all possible sources of gain in every merger. Instead,
the Guidelines focus on the one potential source of gain that is of concern
under the antitrust laws: market power.
The unifying theme of the Guidelines is that mergers should not be
permitted to create or enhance market power or to facilitate its exercise.
Market power to a seller is the ability profitably to maintain prices above
competitive levels for a significant period of time.6 In some circumstances,
a sole seller (a "monopolist") of a product with no good substitutes can
maintain a selling price that is above the level that would prevail if the
market were competitive. Similarly, in some circumstances, where only
a few firms account for most of the sales of a product, those firms can
exercise market power, perhaps even approximating the performance of
a monopolist, by either explicitly or implicitly coordmating their actions.
Circumstances also may permit a single firm, not a monopolist, to exercise
market power through unilateral or non-coordinated conduct-conduct
the success of which does not rely on the concurrence of other firms in the
market or on coordinated responses by those firms. In any case, the result
of the exercise of market power is a transfer of wealth from buyers to sellers
or a misallocation of resources.
Market power also encompasses the ability of a single buyer (a
"monopsonist"), a coordinating group of buyers, or a single buyer, not a
monopsonist, to depress the price paid for a product to a level that is below
the competitive price and thereby depress output. The exercise of market
power by buyers ("monopsony power") has adverse effects comparable to

5 . Fa< e>ample, the b<J<den with respect to effiCiency and !allure continues to resode With the ptoponeots ol ttoe merge<.
6. Sellers w~h market !)Ower &l$0 may leSsen competotoon on d:me<>sion• other man pnco. such as product qualoty,

setvlee, or tnnovaton.
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those associated with the exercise of market power by sellers. In order to
assess potential monopsony concerns, the Agency will apply an analytical
framework analogous to the framework of these Guidelines.
While challenging competitively harmful mergers, the Agency seeks
to avoid unnecessary interlerence with the larger universe of mergers that
are either competitively beneficial or neutral. In implementing this objective, however, the Guidelines reflect the congressional intent that merger
enforcement should interdict competitive problems in their incipiency.

0.2 OVfRV!EW
The Guidelines describe the analytical process that the Agency will
employ in determining whether to challenge a horizontal merger. First.
the Agency assesses whether the merger would significantly increase
concentration and result in a concentrated market, properly defined and
measured. Second, the Agency assesses whether the merger, in light of
market concentration and other factors that characterize the market, raises
concern about potential adverse competitive effects. Third, the Agency
assesses whether entry would be timely, likely and sufficient either to deter
or to counteract the competitive effects of concern. Fourth, the Agency
assesses any efficiency gains that reasonably cannot be achieved by the
parties through other means. Finally the Agency assesses whether, but for
the merger, either party to the transaction would be likely to fail, causing its
assets to exit the market. The process of assessing market concentration,
potential adverse competitive effects, entry, efficiency and failure is a tool
that allows the Agency to answer the ultimate inquiry in merger analysis:
whether the merger is likely to create or enhance market power or to
facilitate its exercise.
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1. MARKET DEFINITION, MEASUREMENT
AND CONCENTRATION

1.0 OVERVIEW
A merger is unlikely to create or enhance market power or to facilitate
its exercise unless it significantly increases concentration and results in a
concentrated market, properly defined and measured. Mergers that either
do not significantly increase concentration or do not result in a concentrated
market ordinarily require no further analysis.
The analytic process described in this section ensures that the Agency
evaluates the likely competitive impact of a merger within the context of
economically meaningful markets- i.e., markets that could be subject to the
exercise of market power. Accordingly, for each product or service (hereafter "product") of each merging firm, the Agency seeks to define a market
in which firms could effectively exercise market power if they were able to
coordinate their actions.
Market definition focuses solely on demand subst itution factors-i.e.,
possible consumer responses. Supply substitution factors-i.e., possible
production responses-are considered elsewhere in the Guidelines in the
identification of firms that participate in the relevant market and the analysis
of entry. See Sections 1.3 and 3 . A market is defined as a product or group
of products and a geographi~ area in which it is produced or sold such that
a hypothet ical profit-maximizing firm. not subject to price regulation, that
was the only present and future producer or seller of those products in that
area likely would impose at least a "small but significant and nontransitory" increase in price, assuming the terms of sale of all other products are
held constant. A relevant market is a group of products and a geographic
area that is no bigger than necessary to satisfy this test. The "small but
significant and nontransitory" increase in price is employed solely as a
methodological tool for the analysis of mergers: it is not a tolerance level for
price increases.
Absent price discrimination, a relevant market is described by a
product or group of products and a geographic area. In determining
whether a hypothetical monopolist would be in a position to exercise
market power, it is necessary to evaluate the likely d emand responses of
consumers to a price increase. A price increase could be made unprofitable
by consumers either switching to other products or switching to the same
product produced by firms at other locations. The nature and magnitude of
t hese two types of demand responses respectively determine the scope of
the product market and the geographic market.
4
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In contrast, where a hypothetical monopolist likely would discriminate
in prices charged to different groups of buyers, distinguished, for example,
by their uses or locations, the Agency may delineate different relevant
markets corresponding to each such buyer group. Competition for sales
to each such group may be affected differently by a particular merger and
markets are delineated by evaluating the demand response of each such
buyer group. A relevant market of this kind is described by a collection of
products for sale to a given group of buyers.
Once defined, a relevant market must be measured in terms of
its participants and concentration. Participants include firms currently
producing or selling the market's products in the market's geographic
area. In addition, participants may include other firms depending on their
likely supply responses to a "small but significant and nontransitory" price
increase. A firm is viewed as a participant if, in response to a "small but
significant and nontransitory" price increase, it likely would enter rapidly
into production or sale of a market product in the market's area, without
incurring significant sunk costs of entry and exit. Firms likely to make any
of these supply responses are considered to be "uncommitted" entrants
because their supply response would create new production or sale in
the relevant market and because that production or sale could be quickly
terminated without significant loss.7 Uncommitted entrants are capable
of making such quick and uncommitted supply responses that they likely
influenced the market premerger, would influence it post-merger, and
accordingly are considered as market participants at both times. This
analysis of market definition and market measurement applies equally to
foreign and domestic firms.
If the process of market definition and market measurement identifies
one or more relevant markets in which the merging firms are both participants, then the merger is considered to be horizontal. Sections 1.1 through
1.5 describe in greater detail how product and geographic markets will be
defined, how market shares will be calculated and how market concentration will be assessed.

7. Probable supply responses that require the entrant to incur significant S\lnk cos1sof entry and exk are not part of
market measurement. but are included in lhe analysis of the significance of entry. See Section 3. Entrants that must
commit substantial sunk costs are regarclecl as "committee!" entrants because thOse sunk costs make entry i<reversible
in the short term w ithout fotegoing 1hat investment; thus the like•ihood of their entry must be eva\Jated with regard to
their tong.teon profitab~ity.
110Rf LONTi;l MtR<..it R (jiJ II)( liNlS
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PRO DUCT MARKET DEF I NITION
The Agency will first define the relevant product market with respect to
each of t he products of each of the merging firms.8

1.11 GENERAL STANDARDS
Absent price discrimination, the Agency will delineate the product
market to be a product or group of products such that a hypothetical
profit-maximizing firm that was the only present and future seller of those
products ("monopolist") likely would impose at least a "small but significant
and nontransitory" increase in price. That is, assuming that buyers likely
would respond to an increase in price for a tentatively identified product
group only by shifting to other products, what would happen? If the
alternatives were, in the aggregate, sufficiently attractive at their existing
terms of sale, an attempt to raise prices would result in a reduction of sales
large enough that the price increase would not prove profitable, and the
tentatively identified product group would prove to be too narrow.
Specifically, the Agency will begin with each product (narrowly d efined)
produced or sold by each merging firm and ask what would happen if
a hypothetical monopolist of that product imposed at least a "small but
significant and nontransitory" increase in price, but t he terms of sale of all
other products remained constant. If, in response to the price increase, the
reduction in sales of the product would be large enough that a hypothetical
monopolist would not fi nd it profitable to impose such an increase in price,
then the Agency will add to the product group the product that is the nextbest substitute for the merging firm's product. 9
In considering the likely reaction of buyers to a price increase, the
Agency will take into account all relevant evidence, including, but not limited
to, the following:
( 1) evidence that buyers have shifted or have considered shifting
purchases between products in response to relative changes in
price or other competitive variables:
(2) evidence that sellers base business decisions on the prospect
of buyer substitution between products in response to relative
changes in price or other competitive variables:
(3) the influence of downstream competition faced by buyers in their
output markets: and
(4)the timing and costs of switchin g products.
6. Mhougll oscussed separa1ety. proouct matltet definilion and geograpllc market defoMIOtl 3'e onterretated. In partoculat.
lhe extent to wllch b.JyerS of a partiCUlar ororuct would shift 10 ott>e< ororucts on tile event of a ·smaN but sognificant
and nontransna<y· oncrease on price must be evaluated on the COiltext of the relevant geograpt>c mart<et.
9 Trvoug~n.t the Guooelones. tne term ·next best SUOSt•tiJle· tele<s to the ahematNe WlliCtl, of avlOIIatJieln unhmoted
quart~oes at constant prices. would account for the greates~ vaille of doversiOtl ol demand '" response to a "smal but
sognlflcant and nontrans!\Of'{ prc,e increase.
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The price increase question is then asked for a hypothetical monopolist
controlling the expanded product group. In performing successive iterations
of the price increase test, the hypothetical monopolist will be assumed to
pursue maximum profits in deciding whether to raise the prices of any or
all of the additional products under its contro l. This process will continue
until a group of products is identified such that a hypothetical monopolist
over that group of products would profitably impose at least a "small but
significant and nontransitory" increase, including the price of a product of
one of the merging firms. The Agency generally will consider the relevant
product market to be the smallest group of products that satisfies this test.
In the above analysis, the Agency will use prevailing prices of the
products of the merging firms and possible substitutes for such products,
unless premerger circumstances are strongly suggestive of coordinated
interaction, in which case the Agency will use a price more reflective of
the competitive price. ' 0 However, the Agency may use likely future prices,
absent the merger, when changes in the prevailing prices can be predicted
w ith reasonable reliability. Changes in price may be predicted on the basis
of, for example, changes in regulation which affect price either directly or
indirectly by affecting costs or demand.
In general, the price for which an increase will be postulated will be
whatever is considered to be the price of the product at the stage of the
industry being examined.'' In attempting to determine objectively the effect
of a "small but significant and nontransitory" increase in price, the Agency,
in most contexts, will use a price increase of five percent last ing for the
foreseeable future. However, what constitutes a "small but significant and
nontransitory" increase in price will depend on the nature of the industry,
and the Agency at times may use a price increase that is larger or smaller
than five percent.

1.12 PRODUCT i\1ARKET DfflNITION IN THE PRESENCE OF
PRI CE DI SCRIMINATIO N
The analysis of product market definition to this point has assumed
that price discrimination-charging different buyers different prices for the
same product, for example-would not be profitable for a hypothetical
monopolist. A different analysis applies where price discrimination would
be profitable for a hypothetical monopolist.
Existing buyers sometimes will differ significantly in their likelihood
of switching to other products in response to a "small but significant and
nontransitory" price increase. If a hypothetical monopolist can identify and
10. The 1erms ol sale ol all other products ate held CDnStant on etclet to locus morkat de lindlOti oo the behavior ol
consumers. Moveme'lts on lhe tenns of sale fat other producls. as may ~ hom the bohav10t ol pr~s of lhosa
pr0duc1s. are accrunted for "' 1te analysos of "'"""'itive effeets and entry. See SectJOns 2 and 3.
11. For e•amole. "'a merger belweEn re«aiefs. the relevant proce would be tile reta<l once ol a produc1 to consumers. In
11\e case of a merger among oil ~. the relevant prce would be lhe larifl-lhe proce ol1toe transportatoon sevoce.
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price differently to those buyers ('targeted buyers") who would not defeat
the targeted price increase by substituting to other products in response
to a "small but significant and nontransitory" price increase for the relevant
product, and if other buyers likely would not purchase the relevant product
and resell to targeted buyers, then a hypothetical monopolist would profitably impose a discriminatory price increase on sales to targeted buyers.
This is true regardless of whether a general increase in price would cause
such significant substitution that the price increase would not be profitable.
The Agency will consider additional relevant product markets consisting
of a particular use or uses by groups of buyers of the product for which a
hypothetical monopolist would profitably and separately impose at least a
"small but significant and nontransitory" increase in price.

J.2 GEOGRAPH IC MARKET DEFINITION
For each product market in which both merging f irms participate,
the Agency will determine the geographic market or markets in which the
firms produce or sell. A single firm may operate in a number of different
geographic markets.

1.21 G ENERAL STANDARDS
Absent price discrimination, the Agency will delineate the geographic
market to be a reg.i on such that a hypothetical monopolist that was the only
present or future producer of the relevant product at locations in that region
would profitably impose at least a "small but significant and nontransitory" increase in price, holding constant the terms of sale for all products
produced elsewhere. That is, assuming that buyers likely would respond
to a price increase on products produced within the tentatively identified
region only by shifting to products produced at locations of production
outside the region, what would happen? If those locations of production
outside the region were, in the aggregate, sufficiently attractive at their
existing terms of sale, an attempt to raise price would result in a reduction
in sales large enough that the price increase would not prove profitable, and
the tentatively identified geographic area would prove to be too narrow.
In defining the geographic market or markets affected by a merger,
the Agency will begin with the location of each merging firm (or each
plant of a multiplant firm) and ask what would happen if a hypothetical
monopolist of the relevant product at that point imposed at least a "small
but significant and nontransitory" increase in price. but the terms of sale at
all other locations remained constant. If. in response to the price increase,
the reduction in sales of the product at that location would be large enough
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that a hypothetical monopolist producing or selling the relevant product at
the merging firm's location would not find it profrtable to impose such an
increase in price, then the Agency will add the location from which production is the next-best substitute for production at the merging firm's location.
In considering the likely reaction of buyers to a price increase, the
Agency will take into account all relevant evidence, including, but not limited
to, the following:
(1) evidence that buyers have shifted or have considered shifting
purchases between different geographic locations in response to
relative changes in price or other competitive variables;
(2) evidence that sellers base business decisions on the prospect of
buyer substitution between geographic locations in response to
relative changes in price or other competitive variables;
(3) the influence of downstream competition faced by buyers in their
output markets; and
(4) the timing and costs of switching suppliers.
The price increase question is then asked for a hypothetical monopolist
controlling the expanded group of locations. In performing successive iterations of the price increase test, the hypothetical monopolist will be assumed
to pursue maximum profits in deciding whether to raise the price at any or
all of the additional locations under its control. This process will continue
until a group of locations is identified such that a hypothetical monopolist
over that group of locations would profitably impose at least a "small but
significant and nontransitory" increase, including the price c harged at a
location of one of the merging firms.
The "smallest market" principle will be applied as it is in product
market definition. The price for which an increase will be postulated, what
constitutes a "small but significant and nontransitory" increase in price. and
the substitution decisions of consumers all will be determined in t he same
way in which they are determined in product market definition.

1.22 GEOG RAPHI C MARKET DEF INITION IN TH E
PRESENCE OF PRJCE DISCRIM I NATIO N
The analysis of geographic market definition to this point has assumed
that geographic price discrimination--<:harging different prices net of
transportation costs for the same product to buyers in different areas. for
example-would not be profitable for a hypothetical monopolist. However,
if a hypothetical monopolist can identity and price differently to buyers in
certain areas ("targeted buyers') who would not defeat the targeted price
increase by substituting to more distant sellers in response to a "small but
significant and nontransitory" price increase for the relevant product , and
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1f other buyers likely would not purchase the relevant product and resell to
targeted buyers, ' 2 then a hypothetical monopolist would profitably impose
a discriminatory price increase. This is true even where a general price
increase would cause such significant substitution that the price increase
would not be profitable. The Agency will consider additional geographic
markets consisting of particular locations of buyers for which a hypothetical
monopolist would profitably and separately impose at least a "small but
significant and nontransitory" increase in price.

1.3 lDENTI FICATI ON Of f i RMS THAT l'ARTI CI PATE
IN THE RELEVANT MARKET

1.31 CURRENT PRODUCERS OR SELLERS
The Agency's identification of firms that participate in the relevant
market begins with all firms that currently produce or sell in the relevant
market. This includes vertically integrated firms to the extent that such
inclusion accurately reflects their competitive significance in the relevant
market prior to the merger. To the extent that the analysis under Section
1.1 indicates that used, reconditioned or recycled goods are included in
the relevant market, market part.icipants will include firms that produce or
sell such goods and that likely would offer those goods in competition with
other relevant products.

1.32 FIRMS T HAT PARTICIPATE T HROUG H SUrPLY RE SPONSE
In addition, the Agency will identify other firms not currently producing
or selling the relevant product in the relevant area as participating in the
relevant market if their inclusion would more accurately reflect probable
supply responses. These firms are termed "uncommitted entrants." These
supply responses must be likely to occur within one year and without the
expenditure of significant sunk costs of entry and exit, in response to a
"small but significant and nontransitory" price increase. If a firm has the
technological capability to achieve such an uncommitted supply response.
but likely would not (e.g., because difficulties in achieving product
acceptance. distribution, or production would render such a response
unprofitable), that firm will not be considered to be a market participant.
The competitive significance of supply respon ses that require more time
or that require firms to incur significant sunk costs of entry and exit will be
considered in entry analysis. See Section 3.' 3
12

This arbitrage IS onhe<ently imposs~ lor many se<vla!S and is panculafly d~ ocult wllere lhe producltS SC)Id on a
del...,red basis and wh"'e transportatoon costs are a s.gniticant pe<C<O<It&ge of the f1nal cost.

13. 11 uncornmrt1ed entrants likely wo.Jkl also rema;n on the mw~et and would meet the e<nry tests of hme!JnesS, IokellhOod
and suffiCienCY. and thus would h!<ely dete< a~ocompetlbve me<gers 01 deter 01 countetact t11e competnNe effects of
conce<n (see Section 3. itlha). 1lle Agency will consode< 1lle ompoct of lirms on the entry anAlysis.
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Sunk costs are the acquisition costs of tangible and intangible assets
that cannot be recovered through the redeployment of these assets outside
the relevant market, i.e., costs uniquely incurred to supply the relevant
product and geographic market. Examples of sunk costs may include
market-specific investments in production facilities, technologies, marketing (including product acceptance), research and development, regulatory
approvals, and testing. A significant sunk cost is one whi ch would not be
recouped within one year of the commencement of the supply response,
assuming a "small but significant and nontransitory" price increase in the
relevant market. In this context, a "small but significant and nontransitory"
price increase will be determined in the same way in which it is determined
in product market definition. except the price increase will be assumed to
last one year. In some instances. it may be difficult to calculate sunk costs
with precision. Accordingly, when necessary. the Agency will make an
overall assessment of the extent of sunk costs for firms likely to participate
through supply responses.
These supply responses may give rise to new production of products
in the relevant product market or new sources of supply in the relevant
geographic market. Alternatively, where price discrimination is likely so
that the relevant market is defined in terms of a targeted group of buyers,
these supply responses serve to identify new sellers to the t argeted buyers.
Uncommitted supply responses may occur in several different ways: by
the switching or ext ension of existing assets to product ion or sale in the
relevant market; or by the construction or acquisition of assets that enable
production or sale in the relevant market.
1.321

Production Substitution and Extension: The Switching or
Extension of Existing Assets to Production or Sale in the
Relevant Market

The productive and distributive assets of a firm sometimes can be
used to produce and sell either the relevant products or products that
buyers do not regard as good substitutes. Production substitution refers
to the shift by a firm in the use of assets from producing and selling one
product to producing and selling another. Production extension refers to
the use of those assets, for example, existing brand names and reputation,
both for their current production and for production of the relevant product.
Depending upon the speed of that shift and the extent of sunk costs
incurred in the shift or extension, the potential for production substitution or
extension may necessitate treating as market participant s firms that do not
currently produce the relevant product. ••
14. UnOer Other analybcal approacnes. proouctoon subst~utoon !iOmelirru!s haS been reflected n the descnptoon olthe
product market. Fot e>ample. lhe product marlcet for stamoeo metal products SUCh as automobole hub caps mrght
be descrobed as "1ignt metal $13mpng,• a P'OOuCbOn process · - than a prodY<:t. The ~ believes that the
approach described in the text prov~ a mote clearly !ocuse<! method of oncotpotlltng thos !actor n merge< .,alysi$.
II producbe)n substrtutoon among a group oll)fOOJcts iS nearly unrversal among the l~rms selling one or more oil/loSe
products. howe-er. the Ageoq may use an aggregat~ <lescnptoon or those markets as a mane< cJ c:onvenoence.
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If a firm has existing assets that likely would be shifted or extended
int o production and sale of the relevant product within one year, and without
incurring significant sunk costs of entry and exit , in response to a "small but
significant and nontransitory" increase in price for only the relevant product,
the Agency will treat that firm as a market participant. In assessing whether
a firm is such a market participant, the Agency will take into account the
costs of substitution or extension relative to the profitability of sales at the
elevated price. and whether the firm's capacity is elsewhere committed or
elsewhere so profitably employed that such capacity likely would not be
available to respond to an increase in price in the market.

1.322 Obtaining New Assets for Production or Sale ol the
Relevant Product
A firm may also be able to enter into production or sale in the
relevant market within one year and without the expenditure of significant
sunk costs of entry and exit , in response to a "small but significant and
nontransitory" increase in price for only the relevant product. even if the
firm is newly organized or is an existing firm without products or productive.
asset s closely related to the relevant market. If new firms, or existing firms
without closely related products or productive assets, likely would enter
into production or sale in the relevant market w ithin one year without the
expenditure of significant sunk costs of entry and exit, the Agency will treat
those firms as market participants.

1.4 CALCULATING MARKET SH ARES

141 GENERAlAPPROACH
The Agency normally will calculate market shares for all firms (or
plants) identified as market participants in Sect ion 1.3 based on the total
sales or capacity currently devoted to the relevant market together with
that which likely would be devoted to the relevant market in response to
a "small but significant and nontransitory" price increase. Market shares
can be expressed either in dollar terms through measurement of sales,
shipment s, or production, or in physical terms t hrough measurement of
sales. shipments, production, capacity, or reserves.
Market shares will be calculated using the best indicator of firms'
future competitive significance. Dollar sales or shipments generally will be
used if firms are distinguished primarily by differentiation of their products.
Unit sales generally will be used if firms are distinguished primarily on the
basis of their relative advantages in serving different buyers or groups of
buyers. Physical capacity or reserves generally will be used if it is these
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measures that most effectively distinguish firms. 15 Typically, annual data are
used, but where individual sales are large and infrequent so that annual data
may be unrepresentative, the Agency may measure market shares over a
longer period of time.
In measuring a firm's market share, the Agency will not include its sales
or capacity to the extent that the firm's capacity is committed or so profitably employed outside the relevant market that it would not be available to
respond to an increase in price in the market.

1.42 PRICE DISCRIMINATION MARKETS
When markets are defined on the basis of price discrimination
(Sections 1.12 and 1.22), the Agency will include only sales likely to be
made into, or capacity likely to be used to supply, the relevant market in
response to a "small but significant and nontransitory" price increase.
1.43

SPECIAL FACTORS AFFECT ING FORHGN Fl RMS

Market shares will be assigned to foreign competitors in the same way
in which they are assigned to domestic competitors. However, if exchange
rates fluctuate significantly, so that comparable dollar calculat ions on an
annual basis may be unrepresentative, the Agency may measure market
shares over a period longer than one year.
If shipments from a particular country to the United States are subject
to a quota, the market shares assigned to firms in that country will not
exceed the amount of shipments by such firms allowed under the quota.' 6
In t he case of restraints that limit imports to some percentage of the total
amount of the product sold in the United States (i.e.. percentage quotas),
a domestic price increase that reduced domestic consumption also would
reduce the volume of-imports into t he United States. Accordingly, actual
import sales and capacity data will be reduced for purposes of calculating
market shares. Finally, a single market share may be assigned to a country
or group of countries if firms in that country or group of countries act in
coordination.

15 Whe<e all firms have. on a torward-boking baSIS. an equal•kell"tood ol secur10Q saleS. 1/le Agency wtl assogn firms
eoual shares.

t6. Th~ constra1mng effect of the quota oo the importer's abtlity 10 expano saaes .s relevant to :he evaluatio n ol potent.at
a<Jve<se coml)eliblle effec1S. See SecliOn 2.
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1.5 CONCENTRATION AND MARKET SHARES
Market concentration is a function of the number of firms in a marl<et
and their respective market shares. As an aid to the interpretation of market
data, the Agency will use the Hertindahi-Hirschman Index ("HHI") of market
concentration. The HHI is calculated by summing the squares of the individual market shares of all the participants. ' 7 Unlike the four-firm concentration
ratio, the HHI reflects both the distribution of the market shares of the top
four firms and the composition of the market outside the top four firms. It
also gives proportionately greater weight to the market shares of the larger
firms, in accord with their relative importance in competitive interactions.
The Agency divides the spectrum of market concentration as
measured by the HHI into three regions that can be broadly characterized as unconcentrated (HHI below 1000), moderately concentrated (HHI
between 1000 and 1800), and highly concentrated (HHI above 1800).
Although the resulting regions provide a useful frameworl< for merger
analysis, the numerical divisions suggest greater precision than is possible
with the available economic tools and informat ion. Other things being equal,
cases falling just above and just below a threshold present comparable
competitive issues.

1.51 GENERAL STANDARDS
In evaluating horizontal mergers. the Agency will consider both the
post-merger market concentration and the increase in concentration
resulting from the merger. ' 8 Market concentration is a useful indicator of
t he likely potential competitive effect of a merger. The general standards for
horizontal mergers are as follows:
a. Post-Merger HHI Below 1000. The Agency regards markets in this
region to be unconcentrated. Mergers resulting in unconcentrated
markets are unlikely to have adverse competitive effects and
ordinarily require no further analysis.
b. Post-Merger HHI Between 1000 an~. The Agency regards
markets in this region to be moderately concentrated. Mergers
producing an increase in the HHI of less than 100 points in

17. For example. a market ca>sistng of four firms with market shares ol30 percem. 30 P8fCent. 20 pen;ent and 20
pe<c'Ont has an HHI of 2600 (30' • 30' • 20' • 20' • 2600). The HHI ranges from 10,000 (1n tl\e case of a pure
rnooopoly) 1o a number approachmg zetO (in the case olan atomistic matkel). Although itos de$irabte to onclude all
fi<1ns in the catculatJon, lack of intormalion aboUt small firm$ IS not erotical because sucn f~ms Oo rot affect the ~IHI

s.gruficantly.
18 The ncrease in C0'1Cetltrat;on as measured b-t the HHI can be calculllled independently of the overall markel
concen'lratl()n by dOubling the po-oouct of 1t1e market shares ot tile metgrog f•ms. f or example. the merger of ~rms wrtn
Shares of 5 f)ercent ano tO petcent ol the maJket would onoea.se the HHI by tOO (5 x tO x 2 • tOO). The e><pi<W>atiC)n
fO< ltus tecllniQue is as follcYNS: In catculaung the HHI tlefO<e U>e merger, the market shares ot lhe metgng r~ms are
sq.Jared n<ividoalty:(a)' + (b)'. Mer the me<ger. the sum ollhose sNJ<es would be squared: (a • b)', whwen equals a• •
2ab • b'. The oncrease on the HHf U>erefO<e os representea by 2ab.
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moderately concentrated markets post- merger are unlikely to
have adverse competitive consequences and ordinarily require no
further analysis. Mergers producing an increase in the HHI of more
than 1 00 points in moderately concentrated markets post-merger
potentially raise significant competitive concerns depending on the
factors set forth in Sections 2-5 of the Guidelines.
c. Post-Merger HHI Above 1800. The Agency regards markets in this
region to be highly concentrated. Mergers producing an increase in
the HHI of less than 50 points, even in highly concentrated markets
post-merger, are unlikely to have adverse competitive consequences and ordinarily require no further analysis. Mergers producing an
increase in the HHI of more than 50 points in highly concentrated
markets post-merger potentially raise significant compet itive
concerns, depending on the factors set forth in Sections 2-5 of
the Guidelines. Where the post-merger HHI exceeds 1800, it will
be presumed that mergers producing an increase in the HHI of
more than 100 points are likely to create or enhance market power
or facilitate its exercise. The presumption may be overcome by
a showing that factors set forth in Sections 2-5 of the Guidelines
make it unlikely that the merger will create or enhance market
power or facilitate its exercise, in light of market concentration
and market shares.

1.52 FACTORS AFFECTI NG THE SIGNIFICAN CE OF

MARKET SHARES AND CONCENTRATION
The post-merger level of market concentration and the change in
concentration resulting from a merger affect the degree to which a merger
raises competitive concerns. However, in some situations, market share
and market concentration data may either understate or overstate the likely
future competitive significance of a firm or firms in the market or the impact
of a merger. The following are examples of such situations.
1.521

Changing Market Conditions

Market concentration and market share data of necessity are based on
historical evidence. However, recent or ongoing changes in the market may
indicate that the current market share of a particular firm either understates
or overstates the firm's future competitive significance. For example, if
a new technology that is important to long-term competitive viability is
available to other firms in the market, but is not available to a particular
firm, the Agency may conclude that the historical market share of that firm
overstates its future competitive significance. The Agency will consider
reasonably predictable effects of recent or ongoing changes in market
conditions in interpreting market concentration and market share data.
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Degree of Difference Between the Products and Locations
in the Market and Substitutes Outside the Market

All else equal, the magnitude of potential competitive harm from a
merger is greater if a hypothetical monopolist would raise price w ithin the
relevant market by substantially more than a "small but significant and
nontransitory" amount. This may occur when the demand substitutes
outside the relevant market, as a group, are not close substitutes for the
products and locations within the relevant market. There thus may be a
wide gap in the chain of demand substitutes at the edge of the product
and geographic market. Under such circumstances, more market power
is at stake in the relevant market than in a market in which a hypothetical
monopolist would raise price by exactly f ive percent.
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2. THE POTENTIAL ADVERSE COMPETITIVE EFFECTS
OF MERGERS

2.0 OVERVIEW
Other things being equal, market concentration affects the likelihood
that one firm, or a small group of firms, could successfully exercise market
power. The smaller the percentage of total supply that a firm controls, the
more severely it must restrict its own output in order to produce a given
price increase, and the less likely it is that an output restriction will be
profitable. If collective action is necessary for the exercise of market power,
as the number of firms necessary to control a given percentage of total
supply decreases, the difficulties and costs of reaching and enforcing an
understanding with respect to the control of that supply might be reduced.
However, market share and concentration data provide only the starting point
for analyzing the competitive impact of a merger. Before determining whether
to challenge a merger. the Agency also will assess the other market factors
that pertain to competitive effects. as well as entry, efficiencies and failure.
This section considers some of the potential adverse competitive
effects of mergers and the factors in addition to market concentration
relevant to each. Because an indiv idual merger may threaten to harm
competition through more than one of these effects, mergers will be
analyzed in terms of as many pot ential adverse competit ive effects as are
appropriate. Entry, efficiencies, and failure are treated in Sections 3-5.

2. 1 LESSEN IN C OF COMPETI TION THROUGH
COORDINATED INTERACTIO N
A merger may diminish competition by enabling the firms selling in
the relevant market more likely, more successfully, or more completely to
engage in coordinated interaction that harms consumers. Coordinated
interaction is comprised of actions by a group of firms that are profitable for
each of them only as a result of the accommodating reactions of the others.
This behavior includes tacit or express collusion, and may or may not be
lawful in and of itself.
Successful coordinated interaction entails reaching terms of coordination that are profitable to the firms involved and an ability to detect and
punish deviations that would undermine the coordinated interaction.
Detection and punishment of deviations ensure that coordinating firms will
find it more profitable to adhere to the terms of coord inatiOn than to pursue
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short-term profrts from deviating, given the costs of reprisal. In this phase
of the analysis, the Agency will examine the extent to which post-merger
market conditions are conducive t o reaching terms of coordination, detecting deviations from those terms, and punishing such deviations. Depending
upon the circumstances, the following market factors, among others, may
be relevant: the availability of key information concerning market conditions,
transactions and individual competitors; the extent of firm and product
heterogeneity; pricing or marketing practices typically employed by firms in
the market; the characteristics of buyers and sellers; and the charact eristics
of typical transactions.
Certain market conditions that are conducive to reaching terms of
coordination also may be conducive to detect ing or punishing deviations
from those terms. For example, the extent of information available to firms
in the market, or the extent of homogeneity, may be relevant to both the
ability to reach terms of coordination and to detect or punish deviations
from those terms. The extent to which any specific market condition will be
relevant to one or more of the condit ions necessary to coordinated interaction will depend on the circumstances of the particular case.
It is likely that market conditions are conducive to coordinated interact ion when the firms in the market previously have engaged in express
collusion and when the salient characteristics of the market have not
changed appreciably since the most recent such incident. Previous express
collusion in another geographic market will have the same weight when the
salient characteristics of that other market at the time of the collusion are
comparable to those in the relevant market.
In analyzing the effect of a particular merger on coordinated interaction, the Agency is mindful of the difficulties of predicting likely future
behavior based on the types of incomplete and sometimes contradictory
information typically generated in merger investigations. Whether a merger
is likely t o diminish competition by enabling firms more likely, more successfully or more completely to engage in coordinated interaction depends on
whether market conditions, on the whole, are conducive to reaching terms
of coordination and detecting and punishing deviations from those terms.

2.11 CO N DITIONS CONDUCIV E TO REACH I N G
TERM S O F COORDI NATION
Firms coordinating their interactions need not reach complex terms
concerning the allocation of the market output across firms or the level of
the market prices but may, instead, follow simple terms such as a common
price, fixed price differentials, stable market shares, or customer or territorial restrict ions. Terms of coordination need not perfectly achieve the
monopoly outcome in order to be harmful to consumers. Inst ead, the terms
of coord ination may be imperfect and incomplete - inasmuch as they
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omit some market participants, omit some dimensions of competition, omit
some customers, yield elevated prices short of monopoly levels, o r lapse
into episodic price wars-and still result in significant competitive hanm.
At some point, however, imperfections cause the profitability of abiding by
the terms of coordination to decrease and, depending on their extent, may
make coordinated interaction unlikely in the first instance.
Market conditions may be conducive to or hinder reaching terms of
coordination. For example, reaching terms of coordination may be facilitated by product or fi rm homogeneity and by existing practices among firms,
practices not necessarily themselves antitrust violations, such as standardization of pricing or product variables on which firms could compete. Key
information about rival firms and the market may also facilitate reaching
terms of coordination. Conversely, reaching terms of coordination may be
limited or impeded by produ ct heterogeneity or by firms having substantially
incomplete information about the conditions and prospects of their rival's
businesses, perhaps because of important differences among their current
business operations. In addition, reaching terms of coordination may be
limited or impeded by firm heterogeneity, for example, differences in vertical
integration or the production of another product that tends to be used
together with the relevant product.

2.12 CON DITIONS CONDUCIVE TO DETECTI NG AN D
PUNI SH I NG DEVIAT I O NS
Where market conditions are conducive to timely detection and
punishment of significant deviations, a firm will find it more profitable to
abide by the terms of coordination than to deviate from them. Deviation
from the terms of coordination will be deterred where the threat of punishment is credible. Credible punishment, however, may not need to be any
more complex than temporary abandonment of the terms of coordination
by other firms in the market.
Where detection and punishment likely would be rapid, incentives
to deviate are diminished and coordination is likely to be successful. The
detection and punishment of deviations may be facilitated by existing
practices among firms, themselves not necessarily antitrust violations, and
by the characteristics of typical transactions. For example, if key information
about specific transactions or individual price or output levels is available
routinely to competitors, it may be difficult for a firm to deviate secretly. If
orders for the relevant product are frequent. regular and small relative to the
total output of a firm in a market, it may be difficult for the firm to deviate in
a substantial way without the knowledge of rivals and without the opportunity for rivals to react. If demand or cost fl uctuations are relatively infrequent
and small, deviations may be relatively easy to deter.
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By contrast, where detection or punishment is likely to be slow,
incentives to deviate are enhanced and coordinated interaction is unlikely
to be successful. If demand or cost fluctuations are relatively frequent and
large, deviations may be relatively difficult to distinguish from these other
sources of market price fluctuations, and, in consequence, deviations may
be relatively difficult to deter.
In certain c ircumstances, buyer characteristics and the nature of the
procurement process may affect the incentives to deviate from terms of
coordination. Buyer size alone is not the determining characteristic. Where
large buyers likely would engage in long-term contracting, so that the sales
covered by such contracts can be large relative to the total output of a firm
in the market, firms may have the incentive to deviate. However, this only
can be accomplished where the duration, volume and profitability of the
business covered by such contracts are sufficiently large as to make deviation more profitable in the long term than honoring the terms of coordination, and buyers likely would switch suppliers.
In some circumstances, coordinated interaction can be effectively
prevented or limited by maverick firms-firms that have a greater economic
incentive to deviate from the terms of coordination than do most of their
rivals (e.g., firms that are unusually disruptive and competitive influences
in the mar1<et). Consequently, acquisition of a maverick firm is one way
in which a merger may make coordinated interaction more likely, more
successful, or more complete. For example, in a market where c apacity
constraints are significant for many competitors. a firm is more likely to
be a maverick the greater is its excess or divertable capacity in relation to
its sales or its total capacity, and the lower are its direct and opportunity
costs of expanding sales in the relevant market. 19 This is so because a
firm's incentive to deviate from price-elevating and output-limiting terms
of coordination is greater the more the firm is able profitably to expand
its output as a proportion of the sales it would obtain if it adhered to the
terms of coordination and the smaller is the base of sales on which it enjoys
elevated profits prior to the price cutting deviation.20 A firm also may be a
maverick if it has an unusual ability secretly to expand its sales in relation
to the sales it would obtain if it adhered to the terms of coordination. This
ability might arise from opportunities to expand captive production for a
downstream affiliate.

19. But excess capacity on 1he hands ol noo-mave<ick hrms may be a potenl weapon w•lh wnch 10 puorsll dev101ooos &om
11\e lerms of coordnatoon.
20. Srnolafl)l. n a matket whefe proruc1 design 0< qualily is signifoeant. a ~rm is more likely 10 bf an effechve mav<!<ICk
ll1e goeal et os 111e sales poterrt"'l of otS proouets <W1'1009 custome<s of its rivalS. on relaoon to lhe saleS 4 WOYid Obtain
of4 adhered 10 lhe le<ms of coordnallOrl. The tkellllOO<l of et pansion responses by a mave<ock wolf bf an~zed on the
same tastuon as uncOrTVTIIned entry 0< comm111ed enuy (see Sectoons 1.3 and 3) depencl.,g on the sogn~ocance of me
SUlik cOSis entaoled in expansoon.
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2.2 LESSE NING O F COMPETITION TH ROUGH
UN ILATERAl EFFECTS
A merger may diminish competition even if it does not lead to
increased likelihood of successful coordinated interaction. because merging
firms may find it profitable to alter their behavior unilaterally following the
acquisition by elevating price and suppressing output. Unilateral competitive effects can arise in a variety of different settings. In each setting,
particular other factors describing the relevant market affect the likelihood
of unilateral competitive effects. The settings differ by the primary characteristics that distinguish firms and shape the nature of their competition.

2.21 FIRMS DISTINGUISHED PRIMARilY BY
0 1FFfR.ENTIATEO PRODUCTS
In some markets the products are differentiated, so that products sold
by different participants in the market are not perfect substitutes for one
another. Moreover, different products in the market may vary in the degree
of their substitutability for one another. In this setting, competition may be
non-uniform Q.e., localized), so that individual sellers compete more directly
with those rivals selling closer substitutes.2 '
A merger between firms in a market for differentiated products may
diminish competition by enabling the merged firm to profrt by unilaterally
raising the price of one or both products above the premerger level. Some
of the sales loss due to the price rise merely will be diverted to the product
of the merger partner and, depending on relative margins, capturing such
sales loss through merger may make the price increase profitable even
though it would not have been profitable premerger. Substantial unilateral
price elevation in a market for differentiated products requires that there be
a significant share of sales in the market accounted for by consumers who
regard the products of t he merging firms as their first and second choices,
and that repositioning of the non-parties' product lines to replace the
localized competition lost through the merger be unlikely. The price ri se will
be greater the closer substitutes are the products of the merging firms, i.e.,
t he more the buyers of one product consider the other product to be their
next choice.

21. Srn•latly, n some marllets seQefs are primanty dist11!1Joshed by th'"' relatiVe advantage$ n senrong dlffe<~l buyer$ 0<
groups of buyers. and buyers negotiate indivoCiually with sette<s. Here. te< example. sellers may fom>ally bOO agalnSI one
anolhe< to- the busness ol a buyer. 0< each buyer may ell<:h lndMdua! pnc:e QuOtes ITom mull•ple sellers. A seller may
finO rt relawely tne.pensive 10 meet the demands ol partJculat buyers 0< types o1 buyers. and relatiVely e>.penSNe to
meet 01ner.;' demandS. Compenuon. agan. ma-1 be localized: satoo; compete mOte <lorec11y w~h those rrvals havng
somtlar relatwe advantageS ., senring pamcular buyets ex groups of buyers F01 ~xample. on open outcry auctiOttS. price
0$ aete.moned by the cost of the second lowest-cost serer. A metget 01YOIV"'9 the first and se<:ono 10wes1-cost set1e<s
could cause prrces to nse to the constrainrng leVel of lhe next lOwest -cO&t SEller,

HrlRtL\J' TAL \<(Kt..tllliUIO£ll:-l £\
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Closeness of the Products of the Merging Firms

The market concentration measures articulated in Section 1 may help
assess the extent of the likely competitive effect from a unilateral price
elevation by the merged firm notwithstanding the fact that the affected
products are differentiate'd. The market concentration measures provide
a measure of this effect if each product's market share is reflective of not
only its relative appeal as a first choice to consumers of the merging firms'
products but also its relative appeal as a second choice, and hence as a
competitive constraint to the first choice2 2 where this circumstance holds,
market concentration data fall outside the safeharbor regions of Section 1.5,
and the merging firms have a combined market share of at least thirty-five
percent, the Agency will presume that a significant share of sales in the
market are accounted for by consumers who regard the products of the
merging firms as their first and second choices.
Purchasers of one of the merging firms' products may be more or less
likely to make the other their second choice than market shares alone would
indicate. The market shares of the merging firms' products may understate
the competitive effect of concern, when, for example, the products of the
merging firms are relatively more similar in their various attributes to one
another than to other products in the relevant market. On the other hand,
the market shares alone may overstate the competit ive effect s of concern
when, for example, the relevant products are less similar in their attributes
to one another than to other products in the relevant market.
Where market concentration data fall outside the safeharbor regions
of Section 1.5, the merging firms have a combined market share of at
least thirty-five percent, and where data on product attributes and relative
product appeal show that a significant share of purchasers of one merging
firm's product regard the other as their second choice, then market share
data may be relied upon to demonstrate that there is a significant share of
sales in the market accounted for by consumers who would be adversely
affected by the merger.
2.212 Ability of Rival Sellers to Replace Lost Competition
A merger is not likely to lead to unilateral elevation of prices of differentiated products if, in response to such an effect, rival sellers likely would
replace any localized competition lost through the merger by repositioning
their product lines.23
In markets where it is costly for buyers to evaluate product quality,
buyers who consider purchasing from both merging parties may limit the

22. lnlonnatoon about conS<Jme<S· actual first and second product CllOices may be prOOIIded by market119 surveys.
onformatoon from bodding S1lUC1uteS. or normal course of busoness doctJtTtems from onduslly f)<VICII)atlts.
23. The bmeloness arid lok.,.hOod of ·~ responses will be analyzed U$11\9 the same melhodo4ogy as u$8d on
anaJyzong UOC()(Mlllteo entry or commmeo entry (see Seaoons 1.3 and 3). oepen<J11g on me signofJCanee of lhe sunk
costS ..,t<l!led on reposrtJonong.
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total number of sellers they consider. If either of the merging firms would
be replaced in such buyers' consideration by an equally competitive seller
not formerly considered, then the merger is not likely to lead to a unilateral
elevation of prices.

2.22 FIRMS DISTINGUIS H ED PRIMARILY BY
THE IR CAPAClTI ES
Where products are relatively undifferentiated and capacity primarily
distinguishes firms and shapes the nature of their competition, the merged
firm may find it profitable unilaterally to raise price and suppress output. The
merger provides the merged firm a larger base of sales on which to enjoy
the resulting price rise and also eliminates a competitor to which customers
otherwise would have diverted their sales. Where the merging firms have
a combined market share of at least thirty-five percent, merged fi rms may
find it profitable t o raise price and reduce joint output below the sum of their
premerger outputs because the lost markups on the foregone sales may be
outweighed by the resulting price increase on the merged base of sales.
This unilateral effect is unlikely unless a sufficiently large number of the
merged firm's customers would not be able to find economical alternative
sources of supply, i.e., competitors of the merged firm likely would not
respond to the price increase and output reduction by the merged firm
with increases in their own outputs sufficient in the aggregate to make the
unilateral action of the merged firm unprofitable. Such non-party expansion
is unlikely if those firms face binding capacity constraints that could not
be economically relaxed within two years or if existing excess capacity is
significantly more costly to operate than capacity currently in use.2•

24. The trneloness and hkellhood of """i)aity expansoon v.oa be ~teo us.ng tl\e same methodology as useo on

analytong uncomm.-ne<l "' commineO entl)l tsee Sectoons 1.3 3110 3) oependng on tne Sig~oflcar>ee of the su~l< coStS
tniOIJied on expanson.

liORl/.LlNrlll Mll'-ulN \.oiJ ll)[lf ,' ll)
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3. ENTRY ANALYS IS

3.0 OVERVIEW
A merger is not likely to create or enhance market power or to facilitate
its exercise, if entry into the market is so easy that market participants, after
the merger, either collectively or unilaterally could not profitably maintain
a price increase above premerger levels. Such entry likely will deter an
anticompetitive merger in its incipiency, or deter or counteract the competitive effects of concern.
Entry is t hat easy if entry would be timely, likely, and sufficient in its
magnitude, character and scope to deter or counteract the competitive
effects of concern. In markets where entry is that easy (i.e., where entry
passes these tests of timeliness, likelihood, and sufficiency), the merger
raises no antitrust concern and ordinarily requires no further analysis.
The committed entry treated in this Section is defined as new competition that requires expenditure of significant sunk costs of entry and exit. 25
The Agency employs a three step methodology to assess whether committed entry would deter or counteract a competitive effect of concern.
The fi rst step assesses whether entry can achieve significant market
impact within a timely period. If significant market impact would require
a longer period, entry will not deter or counteract the competitive effect
of concern.
The second step assesses whether committed entry would be a
profitable and, hence, a likely response to a merger having competitive
effects of concern. Firms considering entry that requires significant sunk
costs must evaluate the profitability of the entry on the basis of long term
participation in the market, because the underlying assets will be committed
to the market until they are economically depreciated. Entry that is sufficient
to counteract the competitive effects of concern will cause prices to fall to
their premerger levels or lower. Thus, the profitability of such committed
entry must be determined on the basis of premerger market prices over
the long-term.
A merger having anticompetitive effects can attract committed entry,
profitable at premerger prices, that would not have occurred premerger
at these same prices. But following the merger, the reduction in industry
output and increase in prices associated with the competitive effect of
concern may allow the same entry to occur without driving market prices

25. Supply rl!$!)0nSeS that requ~e less than one year and nsognmcarot $Ut1k costs to effectuate ere analyzed as unconvnrtle<l enuy 1n Sectoon t .2.
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below premerger levels. After a merger that results in decreased output
and increased prices, the likely sales opportunities available to entrants
at premerger prices will be larger than they were premerger. larger by the
output reduction caused by the merger. If entry could be profitable at
premerger prices without exceeding the likely sates opportunitiesopportunities that include pre-existing pertinent factors as well as the
merger-induced output reduction-then such entry is likely in response
to the merger.
The third step assesses whether timely and likely entry would be
sufficient to return market prices to their premerger levels. This end may be
accomplished either through multiple entry or individual entry at a sufficient
scale. Entry may not be sufficient, even though timely and likely, where the
constraints on availability of essential assets, due to incumbent control,
make it impossible for entry profitably to achieve the necessary level of
sales. Also, the character and scope of entrants' products might not be
fully responsive to the localized sates opportunities created by the removal
of direct competition among sellers of differentiated products. In assessing
whether entry will be timely, likely, and sufficient, the Agency recognizes
that precise and detailed information may be difficult or impossible to
obtain. In such instances. the Agency will rely on all available evidence
beanng on whether entry will satisfy the conditions of timeliness, likelihood,
and sufficiency.

3.1 ENTRY AlTERNATIVES
The Agency will examine the timeliness, likelihood, and sufficiency of
the means of entry (entry alternatives) a potential entrant might practically
employ, without attempting to identify who might be potential entrants.
An entry alternative is defined by the actions the firm must take in order to
produce and sell in the market. All phases of the entry effort witt be considered, including. where relevant, planning, design, and management;
permitting, licensing, and other approvals; construction, debugging, and
operation of production facilities; and promotion (including necessary
introductory discounts), marketing, distribution, and satisfaction of customer testing and qualification requirements. 26 Recent examples of entry,
whether successful or unsuccessful, may provide a useful starting point for
identifying the necessary actions, time requirements, and characteristics of
possible entry alternatives.

HOiliLll'ITAt M(M!.tRlol.ll't l iNl\
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3.2 TIMELINESS OF ENTRY
In order to deter or counteract the competit ive effects of concern,
entrants quickly must achieve a significant impact on price in the relevant
market. The Agency generally will consider timely only those committed
entry alternatives that can be achieved within two years from initial planning
to significant market impact.27 Where the relevant product is a durable
good, consumers, in response to a significant commitment to entry, may
defer purchases by making additional investments to extend the useful
life of previously purchased goods and in this way deter or counteract for
a t ime the compet itive effects of concern. In these circumstances, if entry
only can occur outside of the two year period, the Agency will consider
entry to be timely so long as it would deter or counteract the competitive
effects of concern within the two year period and subsequently.

3.3 LIK EliHOOD OF ENTRY
An entry alternative is likely if it would be profitable at premerger
prices, and if such prices could be secured by the entrant. 28 The committed
entrant will be unable to secure prices at premerger levels if its output is too
large for the market to absorb without depressing prices further. Thus, entry
is unlikely if the minimum viable scale is larger than the likely sales opportunity available to entrants.
Minimum viable scale is the smallest average annual level of sales that
the committed entrant must persistently achieve for profitability at premerger prices.29 Minimum viable scale is a function of expected revenues. based
upon premerger p rices, 30 and all categories of costs associated with the
entry alternative, including an appropriate rate of return on invested capital
given that entry could fail and sunk costs, if any, will be lost.J'

27. Forms wh•ch have ~itted t o entering the mar~ priot to tne merger generally w111 be •nctuded in the measurement
o1 the manu!!. Only corm1itted entry or adjUstments t o pre-ex .st•ng entry plans that are •nduced by the merger wdt be
conS><Iorad as possobly dete<ring or counteracting tne competitive effects of oonce<n.

28. Where cond>t•ons >nd>cate that ent'Y may be prcY.itable at prices below premerge< levels. the A9ency
likeliMod or entry at me lowest price at which such entry would be profrtable.

w•• assess the

29. The concept ot mrumum viable scale ("MVS") differs from the concept o1 "'"''"'""' offic.ent sc.>te rMES"). White MES
is the smallest scale at which average costs are minmized. MVS IS the smallest scale at which ave<agf! costs equal the
preme<ger p1>0e.

30. The expected pa1!1 of Mure prtees. absent the me<ger, may bf! used ~ Mure P'tCe changes can be ore<foeted with
reasonable retoabhly.
31 . The mon.mum viable scale ol an entry ale<natJve wcu be retallvely tatge when t ~e hxe<l OOSISOI entry are ll!rge. when
the fixed costs ot entJy are largely sunl<. when the margnal costs ot produCII()n are hiCJh at low levels of OUtput, and
when a plant oS unoenJtiized fa a long nme because ot del<r,rs '" achtev>ng market aote()lance.
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Sources of sales opportunities available to entrants include: (a) the
output reduction associated with the competitive effect of concern,32
(b) entrants' ability to capture a share of reasonably expected growth in
m arket demand,33 (c) entrants' ability securely to divert sales from incumbents. for example, through vertical integration or through forward contracting, and (d) any additional anticipated contraction in incumbents' output in
response to entry.3• Factors that reduce the sales opportunities available to
entrants include: (a) the prospect that an entrant will share in a reasonably
expected decline in market demand, (b) the exclusion of an entrant from a
portion of the market over the long term because of vertical integration or
forward contracting by incumbents, and (c) any anticipated sales expansion
by incumbents in reaction to entry, either generalized or targeted at customers approached by the entrant, that utilizes prior irreversible investments in
excess production capacity. Demand growth or decline will be viewed as
relevant only if total market demand is projected to experience long-lasting
change during at least the two year period following the competitive effect
of concern.

3.4 SU FFI CI ENCY OF ENTRY
Inasmuch as multiple entry generally is possible and individual ent rants
m ay flexibly choose their scale, committed entry generally w ill be sufficient
to deter or counteract the competit ive effects of concern whenever entry
is likely under the analysis of Section 3.3. However, entry, although likely,
will not be sufficient if, as a result of incumbent control, the tangible and
intangible assets required for entry are not adequately available for entrants
to respond fully t o their sales opportunities. In addition, where the competitive effect of concern is not uniform across the relevant market, in order
for entry to be sufficient. the character and scope of entrants' products
must be responsive to t he localized sales opportunities that include the
output reduction associated with the competitive effect of concern. For
example, where the concern is unilateral price elevation as a result of a
merger between producers of differentiated products, entry, in order to be
sufficient, must involve a product so close to the products of t he merging
firms that the merged firm will be unable to internalize enough of the sales
loss due to the price rise, rendering the price inc rease unprofitable.
32. Fove percenl of total marl<et saleS typically is usoo oecause where a lllOflOI)Oiost profotat)ly wouiO rwse pnoe by five
percent or more across the entire relevant mat1<e1. n os N<ely thallhe accompanyong reductoon n sales wouiO be no less
than frve percent
33. En!rants• antic<pated share ol growth;, demand depends on incumbents" capeoty cons1raonts ano orreversble
onvestments in capacroy expansJOn. as wei as on the re1awe appeal, accepoab:lny ano repuuuon ol oocumbents' and
eon!tants" ptoelucts to the new demand.

34 FO< example. n a biddng matket where all bi<!de<$ are on equal foo<ng. !he rna<l<et share olncumbenls w.l oon1rac1
as a resuft of entty.
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4 . EFFICIENCIES
(REVISED SECTION 4 HORIZONTAL MERGER GUIDEli NES ISSVEO 1\YTHE U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AND THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION APRIL 8. 1997)

Competition usually spurs firms to achieve efficiencies internally.
Nevertheless, mergers have the potential to generate significant efficiencies
by permitting a better utilization of existing assets, enabling the combined
firm to achieve lower costs in producing a given quantity and quality than
either firm could have achieved without the proposed transaction. Indeed,
the primary benefit of mergers to the economy is their potential to generate
such efficiencies.
Efficiencies generated through merger can enhance the merged firm's
ability and incentive to compete, which may result in lower prices. improved
quality, enhanced service, or new products. For example, merger-generated
efficiencies may enhance competition by permitting two ineffective (e.g.•
high cost) competitors to become one effective (e.g., lower cost) competi tor. In a coordinated interaction context (see Section 2.1), marginal cost
reductions may make coordination less likely or effective by enhancing the
incentive of a maverick to lower price or by creating a new maverick firm. In
a unilateral effects context (see Section 2.2), marginal cost reductions may
reduce the merged firm's incentive to elevate price. Efficiencies also may
result in benefits in the form of new or improved products, and efficiencies
may result in benefrts even when price is not immediately and directly
affected. Even when efficiencies generated through merger enhance a fi rm's
ability to compete, however, a merger may have other effects that may
lessen competition and ultimately may make the merger anticompetitive.
The Agency will consider only those efficiencies likely to be accomplished with the proposed merger and unlikely to be accomplished in the
absence of either the proposed merger or another means having comparable anticompetitive effects. These are termed merger-specific efficiencies. 35
Only alternatives that are practical in the business situation faced by the
merging firms will be considered in making this determinat ion; the Agency
will not insist upon a less restrictive alternative that is merely theoretical.
Efficiencies are difficult to verity and quantify, in part because much of
the information relating to efficiencies is uniquely in the possession of the
merging firms. Moreover. efficiencies projected reasonably and in good faith
by the merging firms may not be realized. Therefore, the merging firms must
substantiate efficiency claims so that the Agency can verify by reasonable

35. Tho Agency will not deem eff•cieocies to be me<ge<·specilic if they could be Pfeserved by practical alternatives that
m•t•gate competitive concerns, sUCh as dNestrture or ticef'ISW\Q. If a merger affects not whettlet but only when ao
efficiency would be ocl1ie•ed. only the ti~T>ng advantage •S a merger-specofic efficiency.
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means the likelihood and magnitude of each asserted efficiency, how and
when each would be achieved (and any costs of doing so), how each would
enhance the merged firm's ability and incentive to compete, and why each
would be merger-specific. Efficiency claims will not be considered if they are
vague or speculative or otherwise cannot be verified by reasonable means.
Cognizable efficiencies are merger-specific efficiencies that have
been verified and do not arise from anticompetitive reductions in output or
service. Cognizable efficiencies are assessed net of costs produced by the
merger or incurred in achieving those efficiencies.
The Agency will not challenge a merger if cognizable efficiencies are of
a character and magnitude such that the merger is not likely to be anticompetitive in any relevant market36 To make the requisite determination. the
Agency considers whether cognizable efficiencies likely would be sufficient
to reverse the merger's potential to harm consumers in the relevant market.
e.g., by preventing price increases in that market. In conducting this analysis,37 the Agency will not simply compare the magnitude of the cognizable
efficiencies with the magnitude of the likely harm to competition absent
the efficiencies. The greater the potential adverse competitive effect of a
merger-as indicated by the increase in the HHI and post-merger HHI from
Section 1, the analysis of potential adverse competit ive effects from Sect ion
2, and the timeliness, likelihood, and sufficiency of entry from Section
3-the greater must be cognizable efficiencies in order for the Agency
to conclude that the merger will not have an anticompetitive effect in the
relevant market When t he potential adverse competitive effect of a merger
is likely to be particularly large, extraordinarily great cognizable efficiencies
would be necessary to prevent the merger from being anti competitive.
In the Agency's experience, efficiencies are most likely to make a
difference in merger analysis when the likely adverse competitive effects,
absent the efficiencies, are not great Efficiencies almost never justify a
merger to monopoly or near-monopoly.
The Agency has found that certain types of efficiencies are more
likely to be cognizable and substantial than others. For example, efficiencies resutting from shifting production among facilities formerly owned
separately, which enable the merging firms to reduce the marginal cost of
production, are more likely to be susceptible to verification, merger-specific,

36. Section 7 of lhe Clayton Act p«>llbts mergers that may svbstantoally- oompecillOn " in any ~"" of commerce •••
'" any secl•on of the CO<Jiltry." Accord.ngly. tile Agency normany assesse<i competition'" o:ldl retevont marl!et affected
ll'f a merge< incl81)<!ndently ano notmally w<~ challenge the merger d ot is hkely to be antocompetnive '" any relevant
marl<et In some cases. hOwever. the ~ "' its prosecu1oriat d•scretoOn w~l conSi<ler etfoclencies not s tncuy n tile
relevant marl<el. but so l'leX1Jicably ll(lked w th rt that a partial divestiture or Other remedy could not leasillly etim•nate
the anticompetrtove effect ., lhe relevant matl<et w~hout sacrifictng the effOCtenCoes n the Other marketlS). lnertncably
lonkO<I etf~ rarely are a sogndicant faC1or on the Agency'S deuwm•naton not to Challenge a merger. They are most
likely to make a olference when 1hey are 91ea:t and the likely antieompellt""' efleC1 n lhe relevant rnart<et(!!j IS small.
37. The result of this analysis ovet" the Shon term w•U determ111e the Agency'S en!olcement deciStOn "'most cases. The
Agency also WJII consicle< the effects or cogmzable efficlllf1C.es wth no Short-term. d~<ect effect on P<ICles "' the relevant
marl<et. O.tayed benefits from ellicieo(:;es (rue to delay .., the acllievement of. or the reaiiZl!tron of consomer benefits
hom. the effic.enc:MIS) wil be g;,en less wegllt because they are tess p<oximate ond """"d•lflcu" to pedJCt.
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and substantial, and are less likely to result from anticompetitive reductions
in output. Other efficiencies, such as those relating to research and development, are potentially substantial but are generally less susceptible to
verificati on and may be the result of anticompetitive output reductions. Yet
others. such as those relating to procurement. management , or capital cost
are less likely to be merger-specific or substantial, or may not be cognizable
for other reasons.

5. FAJLUREAND EXITING ASSETS

5.0 O V ERVI EW
Notwithstanding the analysis of Sections 1-4 of the Guidelines. a
merger is not likely to create or enhance market power or to facilitate its
exercise, if imminent failure. as defined below, of one of the merging firms
would cause the assets of that firm to exit the relevant market. In such
circumst ances, post-merger performance in the relevant market may be
no worse than market performance had the merger been blocked and the
assets left the market.

S. J FAILING FIRM
A merger is not likely to create or enhance market power or facilitate
its exercise if the following circumstances are met: 1) the allegedly failing
fi rm would be unable to meet its financial obligations in the near Mure; 2)
it would not be able to reorganize successfully under Chapter 11 of t he
Bankruptcy Act;38 3) it has made unsuccessful good-faith efforts to elicit
reasonable alternative offers of acquisition of the assets of the failing firm 39
that would both keep its tangible and intangible assets in the relevant
market and pose a less severe danger to competition than does the
proposed merger; and 4) absent the acquisition. the assets of the failing
firm would exit the relevant market.

38. 1 1 u.s.c. §§ 1 101 · 1174 (1988).
39. Atrf offer to purChase t~e assets of the la~ing firm IO< a pnce abOve the tiQurdatiOil value oflhose asse-the highest
valued use outsode the releva<rt market Of eQUIValent oltef to purchase 11\e stock ol the laolrng form-won be regardeO as

a ,-easonat>~ altemcwve offer.
jl)
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5.2 FAILI NG DIVI SI O N
A similar argument can be made for " failing" divisions as for failing
firms. First, upon applying appropriate cost allocation rules, the division
must have a negative cash flow on an operating basis. Second, absent
the acquisition, it must be that the assets of the division would exit the
relevant market in the near future if not sold. Due to the ability of the parent
firm to allocate costs, revenues. and intracompany transactions among
itself and its subsidiaries and divisions, the Agency will require evidence,
not based solely on management plans that could be prepared solely for
the purpose of demonstrating negative cash flow or the prospect of exit
from the relevant market. Third, the owner of the failing division also must
have complied with the competitively-preferable purchaser requirement of
Section 5.1.
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Federal Trade Commission
Protecting America's Consumers

For Release: November 25, 2008

FTC Launches Suit to Block Merger of CCC and Mitchell
Merger Would Leave Only Two Competitors in the Markets for Estimating and Total Loss
Valuation Systems Used by Insurance Adjusters and Auto Body Shops
The Federal Trade Commission has filed suit to block the merger of CCC Information Services Inc. and Mitchelltntemationat
Inc., charging that the merger would hinder competition in the market for electronic systems used to estimate the cost of
collision repairs, known as ~estimatics," and the market for software systems used to value passenger vehicles that have been
totaled, known as total loss valuation (TLV) systems. The FTC's administrative complaint alleges that the merger, which is
valued at $1.4 billion, would harm insurers, repair shops and, ultimately, U.S. car owners by reducing from three to two the
number of competitors in the two related businesses.
"These estimating and valuation solutions are key tools in th e auto insurance and collision repair industries," said Acting
Bureau of Competition Director David P. Wales. "There is no doubt that this merger would reduce competition that benefits
auto insurers and auto body shops and ultimately would lead to higher prices and less innovation for consumers."
According to the FTC, the merger of CCC and Mitchell would eliminate head-to-head competition between the two companies
and leave the combined company with a market share of far more than half of the sates of estimatics, and a market share of
far more than half of the sales in the market for TLV systems, creating a likelihood of adverse unilateral effects. The merger
also would facilitate coordination among the remaining two competitors, CCC/Mitchell and Audatex, the FTC states in its
complaint.
Chicago-based CCC Information Services Inc., a subsidiary of CCC Holdings Inc., was founded in 1980 and has
approximately 1,300 employees. The company sells its services to insurance companies, collision repair shops, and
independent appraisers. Mitchell International Inc., primarily owned by Aurora Equity Fund Ill L.P., itself part of the Aurora
Capital Group, was founded in 1946 in San Diego and has about 650 employees. The companies announced their planned
merger on April 11, 2008. Each of the companies provides both estimatics and TLV systems.
Estimatics consists of a database of parts, parts prices, and repair times, along with software that accesses the database and
calculates repair costs based on input information about vehicle damage. These systems allow insurance adjusters and
collision repair shops to estimate repair costs faster and more accurately than previously had been possible decades ago
when estimates were written manually.
A TL V system also consists of a database and software. But rather than parts and repair cost information, the database
contains vehicle information on recent, actual vehicle sales in every locality in the United States. Tl V systems allow insurers to
quickly obtain valuations for cars totaled in collisions based on recent, actual, local market sates. These valuations allow
insurers to present car owners with settlement offers that are accurate and comply w ith all states' insurance regulations.
The markets for estimatics and TLV systems are already highly concentrated, according to the complaint filed by the FTC. A
California-based company called Audatex is the only other significant competitor in both lines of business, the complaint
states. CCC. Mitchell, and Audatex have long provided the estimatics market with solutions. Mitchell recently entered the TLV
systems market with a new solution that has increased competition in that market, according to the complaint.
The Commission vote to issue the administrative complaint was 3·0. with Commissioner J. Thomas Rosch recused. The
Commission also has authorized the staff to file a complaint in federal district court seeking a temporary restraining order and
preliminary injunction to preserve the competitive status quo, pending an administrative trial on the merits.
Issuing a complaint is the first step in the administrative tri al process. CCC and Mitchell will be offered FTC's "Fast Track"
administrative trial procedure. The Commissioners are committed, subject to the bounds of reasonableness and fairness, to a
just and expeditious resolution of any potential appeal that may be taken to the full Commission. Should there be an appeal,
the Commissioners commit to make every effort to issue an appellate decision no later than 90 days after receiving a notice of
appeal if there is no cross-appeal, or 120 days if there is a cross-appeal.
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NOTE: The Commission files a complaint when it has ·reason to believe" that the law has been or is being violated, and it
appears to the Commission that a proceeding is in the public interest. The complaint is not a finding or ruling that the
defendant has actually violated the law.
The FTC's Bureau of Competition works with the Bureau of Economics to investigate alleged anticompetitive business
practices and, when appropriate, recommends that the Commission take law enforcement action. To inform the Bureau about
particular business practices, call 202-326-3300, send an e-mail to antitrust@ftc.gov, or w rite to the Office of Policy and
Coordination, Room 394, Bureau of Competition, Federal Trade Commission, 600 Pennsylvania Ave, N.W., Washington, DC
20580. To learn more about the Bureau of Competition, read "Competition Counts" at http://www.ftc.gov/competitioncounts.

MEDIA CONTACT:
Peter Kaplan,
Office of Public Affairs
202-326-2180
STAFF CONTACT:
Casey R. Triggs,
Bureau of Competition
202-326-2804
(FTC File No. 081-0 155)
(CCC-Mitchell. final. wpd)
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APPENDIX C
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IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION'S
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